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PREFACE

This document is divided into two parts. Part I, Operating the 85500 Time Sharing System, describes the differences between the Time Sharing System and the standard system. The reader is assumed to be familiar with operation of the standard 85500 system as described in the Operations Manual. Part II, Programming Information, contains detailed descriptions of the procedures and programs in the Time Sharing System which are not a part of the standard system. Since it is intended primarily for the systems programmer, the reader is expected to be familiar with the coding of the standard MCP.
PART I

OPERATION OF THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM
OPERATING THE TSS MCP

THE OPERATION OF THE TSS MCP IS QUITE SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE STANDARD MCP. THE CHANGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE TO ALLOW TIME SHARING ARE MOSTLY ADDITIONS, FOR INSTANCE, MOST OF THE KEYBOARD INPUT MESSAGES HAVE BEEN RETAINED AND SEVERAL NEW ONES HAVE BEEN ADDED. THUS, ANYONE FAMILIAR WITH THE OPERATION OF THE STANDARD MCP SHOULD HAVE NO TROUBLE OPERATING THE TSS MCP.

IN ORDER TO USE REMOTE TERMINAL, THE DCTU MUST BE IN REMOTE AND THE FILE SYSTEM/DISK, CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT THE HARDWARE SET UP OF EACH LINE, MUST BE PRESENT. IF EITHER OF THESE CONDITIONS IS NOT MET AFTER A HALT/LOAD OR WHEN SETTING THE REMOTE OPTION (SEE "OPTIONS"), THE REMOTE OPTION IS RESET AND AN APPROPRIATE MESSAGE, EITHER

- *NO SYSTEM DISK

OR

- *DTC NOT READY

IS PRINTED AT THE SPO. THE FILE SYSTEM DISK CAN BE CREATED BY RUNNING THE PROGRAM SYSDISK/MAKER.

AS ON THE STANDARD SYSTEM, THE INTRINSICS FILE, INTRNSC/DISK, SHOULD ALSO BE ON DISK WHEN A HALT/LOAD IS DONE, TO COMPILE THE INTRINSICS, THE FOLLOWING $ CARD SHOULD BE USED:

$ SET TIMESHARING = TRUE
IF THIS OPTION IS NOT SET, OR IS SET FALSE, THE RESULTING INTRINSICS WILL BE THOSE FOR THE STANDARD SYSTEM.

AFTER THE HALT/LOAD HAS BEEN PERFORMED, IN ORDER TO DO ANY TIME-SHARING THE PROGRAM CANDE/TSHARER MUST BE RUNNING. THIS PROGRAM IS INITIATED BY TYPING THE CE MESSAGE. WHEN CE IS TYPED, THE OBJECT VERSIONS OF THE CANDE FILES MUST BE ON DISK. THESE FILES ARE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>OBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE/CANDE</td>
<td>CANDE/TSHARER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERGSC/CANDE</td>
<td>MERGE/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOADSC/CANDE</td>
<td>LOAD/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APNDSC/CANDE</td>
<td>APPEND/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSEQSC/CANDE</td>
<td>RESEQ/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLETSC/CANDE</td>
<td>DELETE/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPYSC/CANDE</td>
<td>COPY/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTSC/CANDE</td>
<td>LIST/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDSC/CANDE</td>
<td>GUARD/DISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILESC/CANDE</td>
<td>GETFIL/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPRSC/CANDE</td>
<td>PAPER/CANDE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN ADDITION, THE FILE

MESSAGE/CANDE

WHICH CONTAINS THE ERROR MESSAGES MUST ALSO BE PRESENT ON DISK. ALL CANDE PROGRAMS ARE COMPILED IN TSPOL.

THE REMAINING PROGRAM IN THE CANDE LIBRARY IS USERSC/CANDE WHICH
COMPILES INTO USER/CANOE. THIS PROGRAM CREATES AND UPDATES THE FILE USERS/CANOE WHICH CONTAINS THE LIST OF QUALIFIED USERS AND IS DESCRIBED ELSEWHERE.

THE CORE FACTOR APPLIES ONLY TO THE AREA BELOW THE FENCE. IT SHOULD BE SET TO 1 AND THEN LEFT ALONE.

RUNNING BATCH JOBS

JOBS MAY BE ENTERED AND RUN VIA THE CARD READER IN THE USUAL WAY. WHEN AN EXECUTE CARD IS USED, JOBS ARE RUN ABOVE THE FENCE AND ARE THEREFORE SUBJECT SWAPPING WITH OTHER JOBS. AS A RESULT, CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT SUCH JOBS DO NOT SERIOUSLY DEGRADE THE RESPONSE TO THE USER. JOBS CAN BE RUN BELOW THE FENCE BY USING A RUN CARD. HOWEVER, EXCEPT FOR A FEW SPECIAL CASES SUCH AS LOCNTRL/DISK (WHICH IS BEST STARTED BY AN LDDK MESSAGE ANYWAY), RUNNING JOBS BELOW THE FENCE CAUSES A PLETHORA OF NO MEMS AND SERIOUSLY HAMPERS THE MCP AND CANE.
SYSDISK/MAKER

THE PROGRAM SYSDISK/MAKER IS USED TO CREATE THE FILE SYSTEM/DISK. THE
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR EACH LINE IS READ IN FREE FIELD FORMAT FROM
THE CARD FILE PARAM. THE PARAMETERS WHICH ARE READ ARE:

TU       TERMINAL UNIT NUMBER
BUF      BUFFER NUMBER
PNGPNG   PING-PING FLAG. ENTER A 1 IF THIS BUFFER IS A PING-PING BUFFER AND ZERO OTHERWISE.
GMFLAG   GROUP MARK FLAG. MUST BE 0 FOR A 980 ADAPTER.
BUFSIZE  BUFFER SIZE FOR DATA-COM READS. MUST BE 28, 56, OR 112.
ADTYP    ADAPTER TYPE. ENTER A 1 FOR A 980.
TERMTYP  REMOTE TERMINAL TYPE. MUST BE A 1 FOR MODEL 33/35 TELETYP.
XLATE    TRANSLATE FLAG. MUST BE 0 FOR A 980 ADAPTER.
DIRECT   DIRECT CONNECTION FLAG. ENTER A 1 IF THIS LINE IS
          DIRECTLY CONNECTED AND A 0 IF IT IS A DIAL-UP.

THE INPUT MUST BE ARRANGED IN ASCENDING ORDER OF TERMINAL UNIT AND
BUFFER NUMBERS, WITH BUFFER NUMBER THE FASTER MOVING.

SYSDISK/MAKER SIMPLY READS THE DATA FOR ONE LINE INTO AN ARRAY AND
THEN WRITES THAT DATA ON DISK, CONTINUING UNTIL IT REACHES THE END
OF THE FILE. CURRENTLY IT DOES NOT PERFORM ANY ERROR CHECKING. HOWEVER,
A MORE SOPHISTICATED VERSION WILL BE PROVIDED IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
KEYBOARD INPUT MESSAGES

THE KEYBOARD INPUT MESSAGES WHICH ARE THE SAME IN BOTH THE STANDARD MCP AND THE TIME SHARING MCP ARE:

| AX | EI | LS | PI | RY | TR |
| CC | ES | MX | PR | SF | TS |
| CD | EX | DF | PS | SO | UL |
| CI | FM | OK | QT | ST | WD |
| CT | FR | DL | RD | SV | WM |
| DB | IL | DU | RM | TF | WY |
| DD | LC | PB | RN | TI | XI |
| DP | LD | PD | RO | TL | XS |
| DT | LF | PG | RW | TO | XT |
| ED | LR |    |    |    |    |

THE MESSAGES IN THE STANDARD SYSTEM WHICH ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM ARE:

| BO | LI | QV | SM | WA | WR |
| HM | LO | RR | TC | WP | ZZ |
| HR | PT | RS |    |    |    |

THE DS, IN AND OT MESSAGES ARE INCLUDED WITH RESTRICTIONS.

DS CANNOT BE USED IN THE FORM DS<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>. ONLY <MIX INDEX>DS IS ALLOWED.

IN CAN BE USED ONLY WITH JOBS RUNNING BELOW THE FENCE.

OT CAN BE USED ONLY WITH JOBS RUNNING BELOW THE FENCE.

THE BS MESSAGE

THE BS MESSAGE IS USED TO DESIGNATE A TELETYPE AS A SPO, OR TO RESTORE OUTPUT TO THE REAL SPO AFTER IT HAS BEEN TURNED OFF BY A US MESSAGE. THE FORMATS OF THE BS MESSAGE ARE

BS SPO

BS <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>

ONLY ONE TELETYPE CAN BE USED AS A SPO AT A TIME. THE BREAK KEY ON THE ALTERNATE SPO IS EQUIVALENT TO THE INPUT REQUEST KEY ON THE REAL SPO. THE REAL SPO MAY RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH THE ALTERNATE OR MAY BE UN-SPO-ED.

THE CE MESSAGE

THE CE MESSAGE IS USED TO INITIATE CANDE/TSHARER. ITS FORMAT IS

CE

THE CL MESSAGE

THE CL MESSAGE CAN BE USED TO CLEAR A LINE OR TO CLEAR A PERIPHERAL UNIT. WHEN A UNIT IS CLEARED, THE JOB WHICH IS USING THAT LINE, IF ANY, IS DIS-ED. WHEN A LINE IS CLEARED, THE LINE IS DISCONNECTED AND
IF THE USER WAS RUNNING A JOB, IT IS DS-ED. THE FORMATS ARE:

CL <UNIT MNEMONIC>
CL <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>

THE CX MESSAGE

THE CX MESSAGE IS USED TO SEND MESSAGES TO CANOE. THE MESSAGES ARE TREATED LIKE INPUT FROM ANY OTHER LINE AND MUST THEREFORE CONFORM TO THE RULES FOR THE COMMAND AND EDIT LANGUAGE. THE FORMAT IS

CX <MESSAGE>

THE LN MESSAGE

THE LN MESSAGES CAUSES THE NAME OF THE FILE LOG/DISK TO BE CHANGED AND ALSO CREATE A NEW FILE LOG/DISK. ITS FORMAT IS:

LN

THE LNDK MESSAGE

AFTER AN LNDK MESSAGE, A DISK CHARGES MESSAGE IS ENTERED IN THE LOG FOR EACH FILE ON DISK AND THE CREATION DATE AND THE TIME FOR EACH FILE IS UPDATED. THE FORMAT IS

LNDK

THE MF MESSAGE
THE MF MESSAGE, WHICH IS USED TO CHANGE THE LOCATION OF THE FENCE, HAS THE FORMAT

MF <FENCE LOCATION>

WHERE <FENCE LOCATION> IS AN INTEGER BETWEEN 8184 AND 28644. THE LOCATION OF THE FENCE WILL NOT BE CHANGED UNTIL THE NEXT HALT/LOAD, AT WHICH TIME IT WILL BE PLACED AT THE SPECIFIED LOCATION.

THE MU MESSAGE

THE MU MESSAGE IS USED TO SPECIFY THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF USERS ALLOWED ON THE SYSTEM AT ONE TIME. IF A USER ATTEMPTS TO DIAL-IN WHEN THE NUMBER OF USERS IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM, HE IS DISCONNECTED. USERS ALREADY LOGGED ON ARE NOT AFFECTED BY AN MU MESSAGE. THE FORMATS ARE:

MU

MU <NUMBER OF USERS>

IF A NUMBER OF USERS IS NOT GIVEN, THE NUMBER OF LINES PHYSICALLY ATTACHED TO THE SYSTEM IS ASSUMED.

THE RS MESSAGE

THE RS MESSAGE IS IDENTICAL TO THE SS MESSAGE EXCEPT THAT IT BYPASSES CANDE AND CAUSES THE MESSAGE TO THE USER TO BE OUTPUT WITHOUT REGARD FOR WHAT THE USER IS DOING. IT SHOULD BE USED ONLY WHEN THE MESSAGE NEEDS TO BE SENT IMMEDIATELY. ITS FORMATS ARE
RS <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> <MESSAGE>
RS <USER CODE> <MESSAGE>
RS ALL <MESSAGE>

The restrictions concerning the separation of the line number or user code from the message are the same as for the SS message.

The SC message

The SC message is used to find out which units are designated as SPOSS. The format is

SC

The SM message

Depending on its format, the SM message is used to obtain a summary of the activities on the system, on a given line, or for a given job. If the format is

SM

A system summary will be provided as follows:

1) For each user on the system, one of the following two messages will be typed depending on whether or not the user is connected to a normal state program.

<User code> on line <logical line number>
<User code> on line <logical line number> using<job specifier>
PST=<PROCESSOR TIME> IN <ELAPSED TIME>

2) FOR EVERY JOB IN THE MIX WHICH IS NOT CONNECTED TO A REMOTE USER, THE FOLLOWING IS TYPED.

<User Code> USING <Job Specifier> PST=<PROCESSOR TIME> IN <ELAPSED TIME>

IF THERE ARE NO USERS AND NO JOBS, THE ANSWER IS NOTHING.

IF THE FORMAT IS

SM<LUGICAL LINE NUMBER>

A SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITIES ON THAT LINE WILL BE GIVEN AS DESCRIBED IN (1).

IF THE FORMAT IS

<MIX>SM

THE SUMMARY WILL BE ONLY FOR THE JOB WITH THE SPECIFIED MIX INDEX.

THE SS MESSAGE

THE SS MESSAGE IS USED TO SEND A MESSAGE TO A REMOTE STATION OR STATIONS. IF CANDE/TSHARER IS RUNNING, IT CONTROLS THE SENDING OF THE MESSAGE TO THE TERMINAL AND, IF NECESSARY, DELAYS IT UNTIL THE MESSAGE CAN BE SENT WITHOUT BEING MIXED WITH OTHER OUTPUT FOR THAT LINE. IF CANDE IS NOT RUNNING, THE MESSAGE IS OUTPUT IMMEDIATELY.
THE SS MESSAGE HAS THREE FORMATS.

SS <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER><MESSAGE>
SS <USER CODE><MESSAGE>
SS ALL <MESSAGE>

IN THE FIRST CASE, THE <MESSAGE> WILL BE SENT TO THE SPECIFIED LINE.
IF THERE IS NO SUCH LINE ON THE SYSTEM,
LINE <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> NOT AVAILABLE

WILL BE TYPED AT THE SPO AND IF THE LINE IS NOT DIALED-UP, THE MESSAGE TYPED IS:
LINE <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> NOT DIALED-UP

IN THE SECOND CASE, THE <MESSAGE> WILL BE SENT TO ALL USERS WITH THE SPECIFIED <USER-CODE>. IF THERE ARE NONE, THE OUTPUT MESSAGE AT THE SPO WILL BE

<User Code> NOT DIALED-UP

IN THE THIRD CASE, THE <MESSAGE> WILL BE SENT TO ALL LOGGED-IN STATIONS IF CANOE IS RUNNING AND TO ALL DIALED-UP STATIONS OTHERWISE.

BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SECOND L. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE MESSAGE ALWAYS BE STARTED WITH A BLANK, FOR EXAMPLE,

SS JONES NO SUCH TAPE

THE US MESSAGE

THE US MESSAGE "TURNS OFF" THE SPO OR AN ALTERNATE SPO. A TELETYPE IS TURNED OFF FOR BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT, THE SPO CAN STILL BE USED FOR INPUT BUT WILL NO LONGER RECEIVE SPO OUTPUT. THE FORMATS ARE

US SPO
US <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>

THE WU MESSAGE

THE WU MESSAGE PROVIDES A WAY TO DISCOVER WHICH USERS ARE DIALED IN, ARE ON GIVEN LINES, OR ARE ATTACHED TO GIVEN PROGRAMS. THE RESULTS OF THE WU MESSAGE DEPEND ON ITS FORMAT. IF THE FORMAT IS EITHER

WU

OR

WU<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>

THE FOLLOWING WILL BE TYPED AT THE SPO FOR EACH USER ON THE SYSTEM OR FOR THE USER OF THE SPECIFIED LINE:

<Usercode> IS ON LINE <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>
IF THERE ARE NO USERS, THE MESSAGE IS

NULL WU.

IF THE FORMAT IS

<MIX> WU

THE USER CODE, LOGICAL LINE NUMBER (IF APPROPRIATE) AND JOB SPECIFIER
OF THE JOB WITH THE SPECIFIED MIX INDEX ARE OUTPUT AS

<USER CODE> ON LINE <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> USING <JOB SPECIFIER>
THE OPTIONS

THE OPTIONS LISTED BELOW CAN BE INITIALLY SET IN THE COLD START DECK AS DESCRIBED FOR THE STANDARD MCP, THEREAFTER, THEY CAN BE SET, RESET AND TYPED BY THE SO, RO AND TO MESSAGES. OPTIONS MARKED BY ASTERISKS ARE ADDITIONS FOR THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM AND ARE DESCRIBED IN THE PARAGRAPHS FOLLOWING THE LIST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>USE DRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>USE DRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>TYPE BOJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>TYPE EOJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>TYPE OPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>USE TERMNATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>TYPE DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>TYPE TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>* USE HALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>USE AUTOPRNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>* USE REMOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>* USE CHECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>TYPE CMPLFILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>TYPE CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>TYPE ERRORMSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>USE RET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>TYPE LIBMSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>TYPE SCEDMSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>TYPE SECMSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>USE DSKTOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>USE RELTOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>USE PBDREL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>* TYPE CEMESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>* TYPE DISKLOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>* TYPE DISKMSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>* TYPE LIBERR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF THE USE HALT OPTION IS SET WHEN A SLATE OVERFLOW OR AN INVALID ADDRESS IN THE MCP OCCURS, THE MCP WILL HANG AFTER TYPING EITHER

***SHOULD H/L: HALT CAUSED BY SLATE OVERFLOW

OR

***SHOULD H/L: HALT CAUSED BY INVALID ADDRESS
THE USE REMOTE OPTION MUST BE SET TO ALLOW DATA-COM I/O. IF THIS OPTION IS NOT SET, NO I/O TO OR FROM REMOTE UNITS WILL TAKE PLACE. THEREFORE, THIS OPTION SHOULD ALWAYS BE SET FOR NORMAL TIME SHARING OPERATION.

THE USE CHECK OPTION CAUSES A MEMORY LINK CHECK TO BE PERFORMED ON ENTRY TO AND EXIT FROM THE ROUTINE GETSPACE. IF AN INVALID LINK IS FOUND, THE SYSTEM HANGS. SINCE THIS CHECK IS RELATIVELY TIME CONSUMING, THIS OPTION IS USUALLY SET ONLY FOR DEBUGGING AND IS RESET DURING NORMAL SYSTEM OPERATION.

THE TYPE CEMESS OPTION IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE TYPE LIBMSG OPTION TO CONTROL THE PRINTING OF LIBRARY MAINTENANCE MESSAGES RESULTING FROM ACTIONS TAKEN BY CANDE. IF BOTH OPTIONS ARE SET, ALL SUCH MESSAGES WILL BE TYPED. IF TYPE CEMESS IS RESET, THE MESSAGES PERTAINING TO CANDE, AND THEREFORE TO REMOTE USERS, WILL NOT BE TYPED. SINCE CANDE PERFORMS AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OF LIBRARY MAINTENANCE, THIS OPTION IS NORMALLY RESET.

IF THE TYPE DISKLOG OPTION IS SET, THE LOG INFORMATION FOR DISK FILES WILL BE TYPED AT THE SPOD. IF IT IS NOT SET, THE INFORMATION IS NOT TYPED.

WHEN THE TYPE DISKLOG OPTION IS SET, THE MCP WILL TYPE AN ERROR MESSAGE WHEN DISK READ OR WRITE ERRORS OCCUR.

THE TYPE LIBERR OPTION IS USED TO SUPPRESS THE LIBRARY MAINTENANCE IGNORED MESSAGES, WHEN THE OPTION IS SET THESE MESSAGES ARE NOT TYPED. WHEN IT IS RESET, THEY ARE.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

THE LANGUAGES AVAILABLE WITH THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM ARE ALGOL, BASIC, COBOL, FORTAN, TSPOL AND XALGOL (ALSO CALLED "SAFE" ALGOL). ALGOL AND TSPOL ARE NOT NORMALLY USED FROM A REMOTE TERMINAL. ALGOL IS BURROUGHS B5500 ALGOL AS IMPLEMENTED ON THE STANDARD SYSTEM AND TSPOL (TIME SHARING PROBLEM ORIENTED LANGUAGE) IS ALGOL WITH THE COMMUNICATE STATEMENT ADDED.

THIS LEAVES BASIC, COBOL, FORTAN AND XALGOL AS THE LANGUAGES NORMALLY USED FROM A REMOTE UNIT. THE VERSIONS OF BASIC AND XALGOL PROVIDED ON THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM ARE DESCRIBED IN THE CORRESPONDING MANUALS. HOWEVER, THE TIME SHARING VERSIONS OF COBOL AND FORTAN ARE SLIGHTLY MODIFIED VERSIONS OF THE LANGUAGES DESCRIBED IN THE MANUALS FOR THE STANDARD SYSTEM AND THEREFORE THE DIFFERENCES ARE SUMMARIZED BELOW.

ALL LANGUAGES IN THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM MAY BE USED EITHER FROM A REMOTE UNIT OR FROM THE CENTRAL SITE. HOWEVER, IF A PROGRAM RUNNING FROM THE CENTRAL SITE ATTEMPTS TO ACCESS A REMOTE UNIT FOR INPUT IT WILL BE DES-ED. OUTPUT INTENDED FOR A REMOTE UNIT WILL BE TYPED AT THE SPO.

WHEN USING A REMOTE TERMINAL, EACH LINE OF INPUT MUST BEGIN WITH A SEQUENCE NUMBER. THESE SEQUENCE NUMBERS ARE EQUIVALENT TO SEQUENCE NUMBERS PUNCHED IN COLUMNS 73 THROUGH 80 OF A DATA CARD. FOR REMOTE INPUT, THE SEQUENCE NUMBERS ARE CONSIDERED TO EXTEND TO THE FIRST NON NUMERIC CHARACTER, OR FOR A MAXIMUM OF EIGHT CHARACTERS. EVERYTHING
FOLLOWING THE SEQUENCE NUMBER IS TREATED AS NORMAL INPUT.

PROGRAMS INPUT FROM OR LISTED AT A REMOTE TERMINAL CANNOT USE THOSE SPECIAL CHARACTERS WHICH ARE ILLEGAL FOR REMOTE UNITS, (SEE THE TERMINAL USER'S GUIDE.) HOWEVER, SINCE THE SYNTAX OF ALL THE LANGUAGES INCLUDES SUBSTITUTES FOR THESE CHARACTERS, E.G. MnEMONICS FOR THE RELATIONAL OPERATORS, THE LANGUAGES THEMSELVES ARE NOT RESTRICTED.

FOR CARD READER INPUT A NEW $ OPTION, SEQXEQ, HAS BEEN ADDED FOR XALGOL, COBOL, AND FORTRAN, AND IS DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

SEQXEQ ::= EXECUTION TIME MESSAGES WILL BE IDENTIFIED BY SEQUENCE NUMBER INSTEAD OF RELATIVE ADDRESS.

THE SEQXEQ OPTION CANNOT BE RESET DURING THE COMPILATION. THAT IS, ANY ATTEMPT TO CHANGE IT AFTER PROGRAM CODE HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED WILL BE IGNORED.

THIS OPTION IS AUTOMATICALLY SET FOR ALL REMOTE JOBS.
COBOL

DELETIONS

THE FOLLOWING CONSTRUCTS HAVE BEEN DELETED IN TIME SHARING COBOL.

1. "ASSIGN TO DATA."
2. "UNTIL"
3. "WAIT"
4. "PERFORM ( , )"
5. "PERFORM WITH "

REMOTE I/O

ACCEPT, DISPLAY, READ AND WRITE MAY ALL BE USED FOR INPUT FROM AND OUTPUT TO THE REMOTE UNIT. THE SYNTAX FOR USING ACCEPT AND DISPLAY FOR THE REMOTE UNIT IS:

"ACCEPT FROM REMOTE."
"ACCEPT ."
"DISPLAY UPON REMOTE."
"DISPLAY ,"

THE SPD IS NOW ACCESSED WITH THE SYNTAX

"ACCEPT FROM KEYBOARD."
"DISPLAY UPON MESSAGE-PRINTER."
NOTE THAT DATA-NAME MUST BE AN 01 LEVEL NOT GREATER THAN 72 CHARACTERS WHEN USED WITH ACCEPT AND DISPLAY.

THE SYNTAX FOR USING READ AND WRITE IS:

```
SELECT
ASSIGN TO REMOTE,

READ
RECORD [INTO ] [ ] AT END
[ELSE ]

WRITE
[FROM ] BEFORE ADVANCING
LINES.
```

THE USE OF ACCEPT AND DISPLAY IS MUCH MORE EFFICIENT THAN THE USE OF READ AND WRITE SINCE ACCEPT AND DISPLAY DO NOT GO THROUGH THE INTRINSICS INPUT FORMAT

IN ORDER TO MAKE IT EASIER TO USE THE REMOTE TERMINAL THE FOLLOWING CONVENTIONS HAVE BEEN ADOPTED IN PLACE OF THE STANDARD CONVENTIONS.

1. A CONTINUATION CARD IS SPECIFIED BY A HYPHEN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SEQUENCE NUMBER.

2. A DOLLAR SIGN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SEQUENCE NUMBER SPECIFIES A DOLLAR CARD.

3. ANY ALPHABETIC OR NUMERIC CHARACTER OCCURRING IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SEQUENCE NUMBER IS ASSUMED TO BE A LABEL.

4. PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE SEPARATED FROM THE SEQUENCE
NUMBER BY A BLANK OR MAY FOLLOW A LABEL.

ALL OTHER CONVENTIONS ARE STANDARD. IT SHOULD ALSO BE NOTED THAT FOR PROGRAMS INPUT VIA THE CARD READER, ALL CONVENTIONS ARE STANDARD.
REMOTE TERMINAL DELETIONS

THE FOLLOWING CONSTRUCTS ARE ILLEGAL WHEN USING A REMOTE TERMINAL AND
WILL ALSO BE FLAGGED WHEN USING THE CARD READER AND THE TSSDIT OPTION.
(SEE $ OPTIONS.)

1. THE PAUSE STATEMENT

2. FORMAL PARAMETERS USED AS SUBPROGRAMS

3. HOLLERITH OR QUOTED STRINGS EXTENDED FROM ONE LINE TO ANOTHER

4. THE ZIP CONSTRUCT

NOTE THAT THE WORD "ZIP" IS NO LONGER RESERVED AND THEREFORE CAN BE
USED LIKE ANY WORD. HOWEVER, SINCE THIS MAY BE CHANGED IN THE FUTURE,
ITS USE IS DISCOURAGED.

REMOTE I/O

THE REMOTE UNIT DESIGNATOR HAS BEEN ADDED TO ALLOW INFORMATION TO BE
READ FROM OR WRITTEN TO THE REMOTE UNIT. USE IN A SOURCE PROGRAM OF
A FILE CARD CONTAINING "UNIT=REMOTE" WILL CAUSE RELEVANT I/O STATEMENTS
TO REFERENCE THE REMOTE TERMINAL, NO BUFFER OR BLOCKING INFORMATION
IS REQUIRED, AND IF PROVIDED IT WILL BE IGNORED.

INPUT FORMAT
In order to eliminate the necessity of spacing input, time sharing Fortran uses "remote free field format" instead of the ordinary card format. In the rules given below, column 1 refers to the first column after the sequence number.

1. Continuation cards contain a "-" in col. 1, and the card starts with the first non-blank character or in col. 7, whichever comes first.

Comment starting in col. 3.

3. File cards must start in col. 1, consequently, any line starting with the word file followed by two blanks must be a file card.

4. Labels may be a maximum of 5 columns long and may contain embedded blanks, a non-blank non-numeric character, or the sixth column after the start of the label, ends the label and starts the card text. A label may be separated from the sequence number by any number of blanks.

5. Only 66 columns of card text (see 1 and 4 above) are allowed on one line. Additional text will elicit syntax error #149.

$ Options

The $ options available on standard Fortran may be used from the remote terminal with the following changes and additions.

1. The $ tssedit option causes the compiler to consider the
FORMAT OF THE SOURCE FILE TO BE THE ORDINARY RESTRICTED FIELD FORMAT RATHER THAN THE REMOTE FREE FIELD FORMAT. THE OPTION IS TREATED AS ANY OTHER $ OPTION AND, IF DESIRED, MUST BE RENEWED ON EACH $ CONTROL CARD.

2. THE $ ERRMES OPTION WILL CAUSE A DESCRIPTION OF THE ERROR TO BE TYPED NEXT TO THE ERRONEOUS CONSTRUCT IN THE ERROR MESSAGE.

3. THE $ LIST OPTION IS INITIALLY SET "OFF" WHEN COMPILING FROM A REMOTE TERMINAL. USE OF THE OPTION WILL RESULT IN A LINE PRINTER LISTING IN THE ORDINARY FORMAT.

4. THE $ ONSITE OPTION CAUSES PRINT STATEMENTS TO REFERENCE THE LINE PRINTER AND READ STATEMENTS WITHOUT FILE UNIT DIGITS TO REFERENCE THE CARD READER FILE "READER". IF THIS OPTION IS NOT USED, THESE STATEMENTS REFERENCE THE REMOTE TERMINAL BY DEFAULT.

5. THE $ REMOTE OPTION (SEE 2 BELOW) SIMPLY RESETS THE $ ONSITE OPTION CARD READER.

1. IF THE $ TSSEDIT OPTION IS USED, CONSTRUCTS WHICH WOULD BE ILLEGAL IF THE PROGRAM WERE BEING COMPILED FROM A REMOTE TERMINAL (SEE "DELETIONS") WILL BE FLAGGED WITH WARNING MESSAGES BUT WILL STILL BE COMPILED. IF THIS OPTION IS USED WITH THE $ NEW TAPE OPTION, THE NEW SYMBOLIC FILE WILL BE IN REMOTE FREE FIELD FORMAT.

2. THE $ REMOTE OPTION CAUSES PRINT STATEMENTS AND READ
STATEMENTS WITHOUT A FILE UNIT DIGIT TO REFERENCE A REMOTE TERMINAL INSTEAD OF THE LINE PRINTER OR CARD READER. PROGRAMS COMPILED UNDER THIS OPTION CAN BE RUN ONLY FROM A REMOTE TERMINAL.

3. THE $onsite option (see 4 above) simply resets the $remote option

FIRST GROUP OF $ CARDS, I.E., BEFORE ANY PROGRAM STATEMENTS. IF THEY APPEAR AFTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN ENCOUNTERED THEY WILL BE IGNORED.
TSPOL

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TSPOL AND ALGOL IS THE COMMUNICATE STATEMENT, THE SYNTAX FOR WHICH IS:

SYNTAX,

<COMMUNICATE STATEMENT> ::= COMMUNICATE (<COMMUNICATE NUMBER>)
<COMMUNICATE NUMBER> ::= <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION>

SEMANTICS,

THIS STATEMENT CAUSES THE COMMUNICATE OPERATOR TO BE EXECUTED WITH THE <COMMUNICATE NUMBER> AT THE TOP OF THE STACK. USE OF <COMMUNICATE NUMBER> S FOR WHICH THERE IS NO MCP CODE RESULTS IN AN INVALID INDEX IN THE MCP.
FILE SECURITY

THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM MAKES USE OF THE FILE SECURITY SYSTEM DEVELOPED FOR THE STANDARD MCP. THE USER CODE, PASSWORD AND LOCK FILE IN THE TIME SHARING SYSTEM ARE EQUIVALENT TO THE USER CODE, AUTHENTICATION CODE AND SECURITY FILE IN THE STANDARD SYSTEM. FILES CREATED FROM THE REMOTE UNIT BECOME SOLE USER FILES UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE VIA LOCK AND UNLOCK COMMANDS. LOCK (I.E. SECURITY) FILES CAN BE CREATED AND UPDATED AT THE CENTRAL SITE, OR FROM THE REMOTE TERMINAL USING THE GUARD COMMAND. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT SINCE ONE REMOTE USER IS NEVER ALLOWED TO MODIFY ANOTHERS FILES, SECONDARY AND TERTIARY USERS ARE EQUIVALENT FROM A REMOTE UNIT.

THE REMOTE/USERS FILE AND THE UPDATE/USERS PROGRAM HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY THE USERS/CANDE FILE AND THE USER/CANDE PROGRAM.
USER/CANOE

The names of all authorized users are kept in the file Users/CANOE, which is created and updated by the program USER/CANOE. The input deck for USER/CANOE consists of $ cards and option specifier cards.

The $ cards are

$NEW  specifies that a new file is to be created.

$OPTIONS  specifies that the following set of option specifier cards are to be used to form an option block.

$USER "<USER CODE>"  specifies that the following set of option specifier cards apply to the named user.

If a $NEW card is used, it must be the first card in the deck. If there is no $NEW card, the current Users/CANOE will be updated.

The option block defines the default options. It is created and changed by use of the $OPTION card. The options specified between a $OPTION card and the next $ card are stored in the option block.

The $USER card causes the named user to be added to the file with the specified options if it is a new file or if he was not in it. Otherwise the $USER card causes the options for the specified user to be changed.

In either case, all options specified between the $USER card and the next $ card will be stored in that user's block. Options not specified are taken from the option block.
THE OPTION SPECIFIER CARDS ARE:

PASSWORD "<1-7 CHARACTERS>"

SUPPLIES THE USERS PASSWORD

NAME "<ANY STRING>"

SUPPLIES THE USER NAME WHICH IS USED ONLY AT LOG-IN.

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE CARDS SHOULD BE USED TO SPECIFY THE OPTIONS FOR THE CHARGE CODE.

USE CHARGE "<1-7 CHARACTERS>"

THE CHARGE CODE WILL BE USED FOR ALL SESSIONS OF THIS USER REQUEST CHARGE

THE USER WILL BE ASKED TO SUPPLY A CHARGE CODE DURING THE LOG-IN PROCEDURE.

NO CHARGE

A CHARGE CODE IS NOT TO BE USED FOR THIS USER.

TIME "<A STRING OF UP TO 24 1'S AND 0'S>"

SPECIFIES THE HOURS OF THE DAY DURING WHICH THE USER WILL BE ALLOWED TO RUN. A ONE IN THE STRING SPECIES HOURS WHICH MAY BE USED, AND ZERO INDICATES HOURS WHICH MAY NOT BE USED. THE FIRST DIGIT IS FOR THE HOUR FROM MIDNIGHT TO 1AM, THE SECOND
FOR 1AM TO 2AM, ETC., IF THE STRING HAS FEWER THAN 24 CHARACTERS
IT IS FILLED OUT WITH ZEROS ON THE RIGHT.

LANGUAGES [ALGOL][BASIC][COBOL][FORTRAN][TSPOL][XALGOL]

THE USER WILL BE ALLOWED TO USE ONLY THE SPECIFIED LANGUAGES,
WHICH MAY APPEAR IN ANY ORDER ON THE CARD.

TELEPHONE <TELEPHONE NUMBER>

THE USERS PHONE NUMBER MAY BE ENTERED, IT SHOULD BE ENTERED
AS EITHER 7 OR 10 DIGITS, WHICH MAY BE SEPARATED BY HYPHENS,
THE WORD PHONE MAY BE USED IN PLACE OF TELEPHONE.

RESTRICT <LIST OF VERBS>

THE USER WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO USE THE VERBS IN THE LIST.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT NO PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR DELETING ENTRIES
HOWEVER, A USER CAN BE DENIED ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM BY SETTING HIS
PASSWORD TO A LEFT ARROW (GROUP MARK), TO REMOVE ALL TRACE OF A USER
FROM THE FILE, A NEW FILE MUST BE CREATED.
USERS/CANDE

THE FILE USERS/CANDE CONSISTS OF 465 SEGMENTS WHICH ARE UTILIZED AS FOLLOWS:

SEGMENT 0 POINTS TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE USER BLOCK.
SEGMENTS 1-29 CONTAIN THE USER CODE TABLES
SEGMENTS 30-464 CONTAIN THE USER BLOCKS.

THE USER CODE TABLES CONSIST OF TWO WORDS FOR EACH USER, CONTAINING THE USER CODE AND THE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF THE USER BLOCK FOR THIS USER. THUS, THERE ARE 15 USERS IN A SEGMENT AND 29 SEGMENTS IN THE TABLE ALLOWING A MAXIMUM OF 435 QUALIFIED USERS.

FORTUNATELY, THERE ARE ALSO EXACTLY 435 SEGMENTS FOR USER BLOCKS. THE WORDS IN A USER BLOCK CONTAIN:

WORD 0 MAIL
  1 USER CODE
  2 PASSWORD
  3 CHARGE CODE OPTION
  4 USER NAME
  5 TELEPHONE NUMBER
  6 TIME WORD
  7 COMPILER RESTRICTIONS
  8 VERY RESTRICTIONS
10-29 RESERVED FOR EXPANSION
SINCE ENTRIES ARE NOT REMOVED FROM THE FILE, THE UNUSED USER BLOCKS ARE ALL AT THE END OF THE FILE, THE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST UNUSED BLOCK IS STORED IN WORD 1 OF SEGMENT 0. THE REST OF SEGMENT 0 IS CURRENTLY UNUSED.
THE LOG

THE TSS LOG KEEPS AN ACCOUNT OF ALL TIME AND DISK SPACE USED BY THE REMOTE USERS, WITH SEPARATE ENTRIES FOR THE ELAPSED, THE I/O AND THE PROCESSOR TIMES. THE PROCESSOR TIME INCLUDES TIME USED FOR LIBRARY MAINTENANCE, FILE EDITING, AND COMMAND LANGUAGE PROCESSING, AS WELL AS THAT RELATED TO THE RUNNING OF PROGRAMS.

THE LOG IS KEPT IN THE FILE LOG/DISK, WHICH IS SIMILAR TO SYSTEM/LOG ON THE STANDARD MCP IN THAT LIBRARY MAINTENANCE CANNOT BE PERFORMED ON IT AND IT MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE INSTALLATION. LOG/DISK CONTAINS ALL THE SPO MESSAGES GENERATED BY OR INPUT TO THE SYSTEM. THE USE OF OPTIONS TO SUPPRESS SPO MESSAGES DOES NOT AFFECT THE CONTENTS OF THE LOG, WHICH ALWAYS CONTAINS ALL THE MESSAGES THAT WOULD APPEAR AT A SPO WITH ALL MESSAGE OPTIONS SET. IN ADDITION, THERE ARE TWO BINARY "MESSAGES" WHICH APPEAR ONLY IN THE LOG AND CONTAIN INFORMATION NOT INCLUDED IN THE SPO MESSAGES.

LOG/DISK CONSISTS OF 10 WORD LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED THREE TO A PHYSICAL RECORD. WORD 0 IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE MESSAGE WHICH APPEARS IN WORDS 1-9. THE MESSAGE IS STORED IN UNCOMPACTED FORM; THAT IS, IT HAS NOT BEEN SCANNED TO REMOVE EXTRANEOUS BLANKS. THE FORMAT OF WORD 0 IS:

215 MIX INDEX OF THE JOB TO WHICH THIS ENTRY APPLIES. IF THERE IS NO SPECIFIC JOB TO WHICH IT APPLIES, THIS FIELD IS ZERO.
711 REMOTE-LOCAL BIT, IT IS:
1 IF THE MESSAGE APPLIES TO A REMOTE USER.
0 OTHERWISE.
818 LOGICAL LINE NUMBER OF THE REMOTE USER IF THE REMOTE-
LOCAL BIT IS EQUAL TO 1, OTHERWISE THIS FIELD IS ZERO.
1617 TYPE OF MESSAGE.
2411 SPO PRINTOUT BIT, IT IS:
1 IF THE MESSAGE WAS PRINTED AT THE SPO
0 IF IT WAS NOT
2523 TIME OF DAY IN SIXTIETHS OF A SECOND.
FOR THE LAST RECORD IN THE FILE, BITS 1-47 OF WORD 0 ARE SET TO 1 AND
THE REST OF THE RECORD IS LEFT EMPTY.

THE OPERATOR IS KEPT INFORMED OF THE FULLNESS OF LOG/DISK BY THE
MESSAGE

LOG <PERCENTAGE> % FULL

WHICH IS PRINTED EVERY 5 PER CENT. THE OPERATOR CAN CREATE AN EMPTY
LOG/DISK WITH THE LN MESSAGE. WHEN LN IS TYPED, THE NAME OF THE CURRENT
LOG/DISK IS CHANGED TO <NUMBER>/LOG AND A NEW FILE NAMED LOG/DISK IS
CREATED. ALL ENSUING SPO MESSAGES WILL BE STORED IN THE NEW LOG/DISK,
LEAVING <NUMBER>/DISK TO BE PROCESSED LATER. THE NUMBER HAS 7 DIGITS
WHERE:

DIGITS 0-1 CONTAIN THE MONTH
DIGITS 2-3 CONTAIN THE DATE
DIGITS 4-6 ARE THE SERIAL NUMBER.
THE SERIAL NUMBERS ARE LIKE THOSE USED FOR PRINTER BACK-UP FILES ON DISK. ON A GIVEN DAY, THE FIRST FILE IS NUMBERED 001, THE SECOND 002, AND SO ON. IF LOG/DISK BECOMES 95 PER CENT FULL, AN LN IS AUTOMATICALLY INITIATED AND THE MESSAGE IS

LOG 95% FULL (AUTO LN)

BURROUGHS SUPPLIES A PROGRAM, LOGANN/DISK, TO PROCESS THE FILES <NUMBER>/DISK. IT SHOULD BE ADEQUATE FOR MOST INSTALLATIONS AND CAN BE USED AS A MODEL IF A DIFFERENT LOGGING PROGRAM IS DESIRED. LOGANN/DISK IS INITIATED IN THE USUAL WAY BY MEANS OF AN EXECUTE CARD. WHEN THE PROGRAM STARTS IT ASKS VIA THE SPO FOR THE MULTIPLE FILE IDENTIFICATION OF THE FILE TO BE ANALYZED. THE OPERATOR MUST THEN TYPE IN

<MIX> AX <MULTIPLE FILE IDENTIFICATION>

IF THE FILE IS NOT ON DISK THE PROGRAM WILL NOTIFY THE OPERATOR WITH THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE

NO FILE: <MULTIPLE FILE IDENTIFICATION>/LOG

AND WILL AGAIN ASK FOR THE MULTIPLE FILE IDENTIFICATION. AFTER PROCESSING THE FILE, THE PROGRAM TERMINATES AND MUST THEREFORE BE RERUN IN ORDER TO PROCESS ANOTHER FILE. OUTPUT FROM LOGANN/DISK IS ON FILE PRNTS WHICH IS NORMALLY THE LINE PRINTER. HOWEVER, SINCE THE PROGRAM DOES NOT START PRINTING IMMEDIATELY, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE BACK UP OPTION BE USED.
MESSAGES APPEARING IN THE LOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A MESSAGE NOT APPLICABLE TO LOGGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A MESSAGE TYPED IN FROM THE SPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BOJ MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>EOJ MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PBEOJ MESSAGE (PRINTER BACK-UP END OF JOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FILE OPEN MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FILE CLOSE MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HALT/LOAD MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>EOJ STATISTICS, A BINARY RECORD WHICH ALWAYS OCCURS IMMEDIATELY IN FRONT OF A EOJ MESSAGE AND PROVIDES TIMING INFORMATION FOR THAT JOB IMMEDIATELY BEHIND A FILE CLOSE MESSAGE AND PROVIDES INFORMATION CONCERNING THAT FILE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ON MESSAGE, INDICATES A SUCCESSFUL LOG-IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>OFF MESSAGE,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CHARGE MESSAGE, (OUTPUT AFTER A CHARGE COMMAND,)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DISK CHARGES MESSAGE, (OUTPUT WHEN A FILE IS REMOVED.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>DATE MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>TIME MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE FORMATS OF THE VARIOUS MESSAGES ARE LISTED BELOW, THE DEFINITIONS USED IN THE B5500 OPERATION MANUAL ARE USED HERE, WITH THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS:
<TIME OF DAY> TIME OF DAY IN HOURS AND MINUTES IN THE FORM HHMM.

<TIME> A TIME GIVEN AS HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS, SEPARATED BY COLONS IN THE USUAL WAY.

THE BOJ MESSAGE HAS THREE FORMS:

<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>/<USER CODE>=<MIX INDEX>BOJ<TIME OF DAY>

<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>:<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>=<MIX INDEX>

BOJ<TIME OF DAY>

<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>:<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>/<USER CODE>=<MIX INDEX>

BOJ<TIME OF DAY>

THE FIRST FORM IS USED FOR LOCAL JOBS, THE SECOND FORM IS USED FOR REMOTE JOBS WHERE THE <PROGRAM IDENTIFIER SUFFIX> IS EQUAL TO THE <USER CODE>, I.E., USER PROGRAMS. THE THIRD FORM IS USED FOR OTHER REMOTE JOBS SUCH AS CANOE PROGRAMS.

THE EOJ MESSAGE HAS TWO FORMS:

<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>=<MIX INDEX>,PST=<TIME>EOJ

<PROGRAM SPECIFIER>/<USER CODE>=<MIX INDEX>,PST=<TIME>EOJ

THE FIRST FORM IS USED FOR REMOTE JOBS WHERE THE <PROGRAM IDENTIFIER SUFFIX> IS EQUAL TO THE <USER CODE>. THE SECOND FORM IS USED IN ALL OTHER CASES, THE <TIME> IS PROCESSOR TIME. DS-ED, ES-ED, ETC. MAY APPEAR INSTEAD OF EOJ.

PBEOJ MESSAGE
PRNPBT FOR <PROGRAM SPECIFIER>,PST=<TIME>,IOT=<TIME>JE0J

WHERE PST IS THE PROCESSOR TIME AND IOT IS THE I/O TIME.

FILE OPEN MESSAGE

<UNIT MNEMONIC><IN-OUT><DATA FILE DESIGNATOR><RDC>:<JOB SPECIFIER>

WHERE <IN-OUT> IS IN OR OUT. THIS MESSAGE IS IDENTICAL TO THE MESSAGE ON THE STANDARD MCP.

FILE CLOSE MESSAGE

<UNIT MNEMONIC>REL<DATA FILE DESIGNATOR><RDC>:<JOB SPECIFIER>

IDENTICAL TO STANDARD MCP MESSAGE.

HALT MESSAGE

-H/L MARK TS=MCP ,<PATCH LEVEL>F=<FENCE LOCATION>

[MODS=<MEMORY MASK>]

EOJ STATISTICS:

WORD 1 CONTAINS THE PROCESSOR TIME IN SIXTIETHS OF A SECOND.

WORD 2 CONTAINS THE I/O TIME IN SIXTIETHS OF A SECOND.

WORD 3 CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF WORDS OF CORE USED.

FILE CLOSE STATISTICS
THIS MESSAGE TAKES 5 WORDS AND IS IDENTICAL TO A FILE-INFORMATION RECORD ON SYSTEM/LOG FOR THE STANDARD MCP.

ON MESSAGE

<USER CODE>ON<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>
<USER CODE>ON<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> (<CHARGE CODE>)

THE FORM USED DEPENDS ON WHETHER OR NOT A CHARGE CODE IS BEING USED FOR THIS USER.

OFF MESSAGE

<USER CODE>OFF<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>
<USER CODE>OFF<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> (<CHARGE CODE>)

CHARGE MESSAGE

FOR <USER CODE>ON<LOGICAL LINE NUMBER>CHARGE<CHARGE CODE>

DISK CHARGES MESSAGE

<FILE SPECIFIER>/<USER CODE>==<NUMBER OF SEGMENTS>SEGS==CREATED <DATE>AT<TIME>

DATE MESSAGE

DATE IS <DAY OF WEEK>,<MONTH>/<DAY>/<YEAR>

TIME MESSAGE

TIME IS <TIME OF DAY>
PART II

PROGRAMMING INFORMATION
THE MGP

THE TIME SHARING MCP IS SIMPLY A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE STANDARD MARK VIII MCP. MUCH OF THE TSS-MCP IS THEREFORE ALMOST IDENTICAL TO THE CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THE STANDARD MCP. A GOOD EXAMPLE OF THIS IS THE WAY IN WHICH NON-DATA-COMMUNICATIONS I/O IS PROCESSED. OTHER AREAS, HOWEVER, HAVE BEEN EXTENSIVELY MODIFIED. FOR INSTANCE, EVERYTHING IN THE STANDARD MCP PERTAINING TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS HAS BEEN REMOVED ALTHOUGH PARTS OF IT HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY NEW ROUTINES AND PROCEDURES WHERE NECESSARY. THE DESCRIPTIONS CONTAINED HEREIN COVER ONLY THOSE PARTS OF THE TSS-MCP WHICH ARE NEW OR DIFFER SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN THE STANDARD MCP.
SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS

SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS ARE USED THROUGHOUT THE MCP TO PROVIDE A WAY IN WHICH PROCEDURES CAN GET 5, 10 OR 20 WORDS OF SPACE WITHOUT LOSING CONTROL. THEY ARE USED FOR SUCH THINGS AS THE EVENT QUEUE AND THE BUFFERS FOR REMOTE I/O. EACH AREA IS IDENTIFIED IN BITS 1-3 OF THE FIRST WORD OF THE AREA WHERE:

BIT 1 IS THE OCCUPIED BIT, IT IS 1 IF THIS AREA IS AVAILABLE, 0 IF IT IS IN USE.

BITS 2-3 ARE A CODE FOR THE SIZE OF THE AREA WHERE
0 MARKS A 5 WORD AREA
1 INDICATES A 10 WORD AREA
2 SIGNIFIES A 20 WORD AREA.


DURING INITIALIZATION, 160 WORDS ARE GOTTEN AND DIVIDED INTO 20 WORD AREAS. WHEN A PROCEDURE NEEDS AN AREA IT CALLS GETAREA AND PASSES IT THE SIZE CODE OF THE AREA. IF THE QUEUE FOR AREAS OF THAT SIZE IS NOT EMPTY, THE FIRST AREA IN THE QUEUE IS RETURNED TO THE CALLING PROCEDURE. IF THE QUEUE IS EMPTY, THE QUEUES OF THE LARGER AREAS ARE TESTED UNTIL
A non-empty queue is found, the first area in that queue is then split by halving until an area of the desired size is obtained. The pieces thus created are linked into the appropriate queues.

Getarea also checks the number of 20 word areas in the queue. If it is less than four, it calls for moreareas as an independent runner. Moreareas obtains an additional 160 words which it divides into 20 word areas and adds to the queue. Running out of areas is a capital offense; that is, if getarea is called and an area of the proper size cannot be obtained, the system is hung.

When a procedure is through with an area, it returns it by passing the size code and address of the area to forgetarea, which relinks the area into the proper queue. However, if the area is less than 20 words long, it first checks to see if the area which forms the other half of the next larger area is also available, in which case it delinks that area, and combines the two halves to form a larger area. When no further recombinining can be done, the area is added to the appropriate queue.
MCP TABLES

Many of the tables in the time sharing system are the same as the corresponding tables in the standard MCP and therefore only those tables which have been added or changed are described here. In addition, the defines used to access fields within the tables are also listed. In general, these defines are of two types. First, a define may be used for a partial word designator, for instance,

\texttt{ADINFO,CANDETHRU}

Second, parametric defines are used to access fields as if they were themselves tables, for example, \texttt{SCIl} is defined to be \texttt{SQ[Il][3616]}. The type of define being used with a given table is explained in the description of that table.

In order to simplify the task of swapping, MCP parameters pertaining to a specific job are kept in that job's area, for instance, the jar row for each job is kept in its area, most such parameters, however, are defined to be a part of the UV table.
UV ARRAY

The UV array consists of 15 entries for each job, all of which are normally accessed by parametric defines. For instance, the top of stack value for job with mix index i is accessed as TOPSK[i]. In some cases the UV entry is a descriptor pointing to an array row in the jobs area. These arrays can be accessed just as they are on the standard system.

The contents of the UV array row for a given job are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORD</th>
<th>DEFINE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ELAPSEDLIMIT</td>
<td>Maximum elapsed time allowed for this job before it is swapped out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PROCLIMIT</td>
<td>Maximum processor time allowed for this job before it is swapped out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IOCOUNT</td>
<td>Number of I/O operations in progress for this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TOPSK</td>
<td>Address of top of job's stack when it is swapped out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>USERCODE</td>
<td>User code for this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PRYOR</td>
<td>Priority of this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Descriptor to FS row for this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FPBD</td>
<td>File block data descriptor for this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SEGD</td>
<td>Segment dictionary name descriptor for this job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SINFO</td>
<td>1:17 Clock at BOJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DALOCDescriptor to row of DALOC containing entries pertaining to this job.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IOTIMEI/O time used for this time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>INTABLEDescriptor to INTABLE row for this job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>PROCTIMEProcessor time used for this job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>EVENTHead of event queue for this mix index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated core requirements: 18:15*

*Bottom of stack: 33:15*
TABLES USED IN SWAPPING

There are three arrays used in swapping. Through the use of parametric defines, fields within the words in these arrays are themselves treated as arrays. The descriptions show for each array, the fields of the arrays defined to be in them.

**SQ[0:MAXMIX+1]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>DEFINE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>EXPAND[I]</td>
<td>INTERLOCK FOR SWAPPINGIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>SLN[I]</td>
<td>NUMBER OF SWAPS FOR JOB WITH MIX INDEX I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1513</td>
<td>STATUS[I]</td>
<td>STATUS OF JOB I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>COUNT[I]</td>
<td>(NUMBER OF CHUNKS POSSESSED BY JOB I)-1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2416</td>
<td>LC[I]</td>
<td>CHUNK NUMBER OF THE LAST CHUNK FOR JOB I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3016</td>
<td>SC[I]</td>
<td>CHUNK NUMBER OF THE FIRST CHUNK FOR JOB I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3616</td>
<td>LINK[I]</td>
<td>MIX INDEX OF JOB FOLLOWING JOB I IN THE SWAP OR READY QUEUE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CT[0:NUMBER OF CHUNKS]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>TABLE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3016</td>
<td>POSSESS[J]</td>
<td>MIX INDEX OF JOB POSSESSING CHUNK J, OR ZERO IF CHUNK IS UNPOSSESSED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3616</td>
<td>ACTIVE[J]</td>
<td>NUMBER OF JOBS READY TO RUN USING CHUNK J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>TABLE</td>
<td>CONTENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42:16</td>
<td>TOTAL[J]</td>
<td>TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS ASSIGNED TO CHUNK J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT[0: MIXMAX+1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>TABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:25</td>
<td>DISKSTORE[I]</td>
<td>DISK ADDRESS OF SWAP AREA FOR JOB I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33:15</td>
<td>ACTLEN[I]</td>
<td>ACTUAL LENGTH OF STUFF SWAPPED FOR JOB I.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADINFO IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL TABLE $LMAX+1$ LONG. WORDS 1 THROUGH $LMAX$ ARE USED TO STORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CORRESPONDING LINE. THE DEFINES USED TO ACCESS SOME OF THE FIELDS IN ADINFO ARE ALSO LISTED. THOSE MARKED BY ASTERISKS ARE PARAMETRIC DEFINES AND ARE USED AS IF THEY WERE INDIVIDUAL TABLES, THE OTHERS ARE USED AS PARTIAL WORD DESIGNATORS IN CONJUNCTION WITH ADINFO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>DEFINE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>DIALEDUP</td>
<td>DIAL-UP FLAG, 1 IF LINE IS CONNECTED, 0 IF NOT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>CANDFLG</td>
<td>C&amp;E-TYPE-JOB-ATTACHED FLAG, IF THIS FIELD IS 1, INPUT GOES TO C&amp;E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:5</td>
<td>MIXNR</td>
<td>MIX INDEX OF JOB TO WHICH THIS LINE IS ATTACHED. (INPUT GOES TO THIS JOB ONLY IF 2:1 IS OFF,)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:1</td>
<td>PINGP</td>
<td>PING-PING BUFFERS FLAG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:4</td>
<td></td>
<td>TERMINAL UNIT NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>GROUP MARK FLAG, 1 IF GROUP MARKS SHOULD BE IGNORED, 0 IF GROUP MARKS TERMINATE I/O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:4</td>
<td></td>
<td>BUFFER ADDRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:2</td>
<td>BUFSIZE</td>
<td>BUFFER-SIZE FLAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 FOR 28 CHARACTER BUFFERS
1 FOR 56 CHARACTER BUFFERS.
2 FOR 112 CHARACTER BUFFERS.
MULTIPLY THIS BY 2 FOR WRITES IF PING-PING BUFFERS ARE USED.

20:3
ADAPTER TYPE
0 = TSS (MODE)
1 = 980 ADAPTER
2 = BIDS ADAPTER

23:3
TERMINAL TYPE
0 = MODEL 37 TELETYPE
1 = MODEL 33 TELETYPE
2 = MODEL 35 TELETYPE
3 = BIDS

26:1 INPUTANKING DISK INPUT TANKING FLAG.
27:1 B249 TRANSLATION
1 IF THE BCL TO INTERNAL CODE TRANSLATION IN THE DCTU SHOULD BE USED,
0 IF TRANSLATION IS BYPASSED

28:1 OUTPUTANKING DISK OUTPUT TANKING FLAG. ON WHENEVER THERE IS OUTPUT IN THE TANK FOR THIS LINE.

29:1 *PAPERTAPE PAPER TAPE FLAG. WHEN ON, THE CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED RESPONSE IS SUPPRESSED
AND ALL OUTPUT GOING THROUGH DCWRITE IS STOPPED (USED WHEN CONTINUOUS PAPER TAPE IS BEING READ OR TO STOP OUTPUT WHILE DISCARDING OUTPUT TANK AND QUEUE DURING
DISCONNECT, BREAK AND WRU PROCESSING.)

30:1  *IOINPROGRESS  I/O IN PROGRESS FLAG, TURNED ON AT I/O TIME AND OFF AT I/O FINISHED TIME.

31:1  CANDETHRU  OFF IF C&E IS WORKING ON DISCONNECTING THIS LINE.

32:1  DIRECTLINE  DIRECT CONNECTION (NON DIAL-UP) FLAG.

33:15  ADDRESS OF LAST BUFFER SEGMENT (IE SEGMENTED SAVE AREA) READ INTO BUT NOT YET LINKED INTO THE WORKER QUEUE.

THE FORMAT OF ADINFO[0] IS:

14:2  WORD INDEX MINUS 1 OF TAIL OF ANSWERING QUEUE, I.E. IF THIS FIELD IS A 1, WORD 2 OF THE AREA POINTED TO BY 18:15 CONTAINS THE LAST ENTRY IN THE QUEUE

16:2  WORD INDEX MINUS 1 OF HEAD OF ANSWERING QUEUE.

18:15  ADDRESS OF THE AREA CONTAINING THE TAIL OF THE ANSWERING QUEUE.

33:15  ADDRESS OF THE AREA CONTAINING THE HEAD OF THE ANSWERING QUEUE.

LINETABLE

THE LINETABLE, WHICH IS LMAX/4 LONG, IS USED AFTER PASSIVE INTERROGATES TO RELATE THE TERMINAL UNIT AND BUFFER NUMBER TO THE LOGICAL LINE NUMBER. THE TERMINAL UNIT NUMBER AND THE FIRST TWO BITS OF THE BUFFER NUMBER ARE USED AS AN INDEX INTO THE TABLE, FOR INSTANCE, LINETABLE[0] CONTAINS LOGICAL LINE NUMBERS FOR TERMINAL UNIT 0, BUFFERS 0-3.
THE FINAL TWO BITS OF THE BUFFER ADDRESS ARE USED TO SPECIFY WHICH
TWO CHARACTER FIELD CONTAINS THE LOGICAL LINE NUMBER FOR THIS BUFFER.

SEQARRAY

THE SEQARRAY, WHICH IS LMAX+1 LONG, IS USED WHEN DOING AUTOMATIC
SEQUENCING OR WHEN READING PAPER TAPE.  FOR SEQUENCING THE WORD FOR
EACH LINE CONTAINS

1:1 =0, INDICATES WORD IS BEING USED FOR SEQUENCING.
2:19 INCREMENT
21:27 NEXT SEQUENCE NUMBER TO BE USED.

WHEN A PAPER TAPE IS BEING READ, THE SEQARRAY ENTRY FOR THAT LINE
CONTAINS

FIELD DEFINE CONTENTS
----- ------ --------
1:1  PAPERTAPEFLAG =1 TO INDICATE THAT THE WORD IS BEING USED
       FOR PAPER TAPE.
2:1  INDICATES WHICH OF THE 32 WORD BUFFERS IS
     BEING USED.
3:6  OFFSET INDEX OF NEXT AVAILABLE WORD IN THE BUFFER.
9:1  ON WHEN DOING DISK I/O FOR PAPER TAPE.  OFF
     OTHERWISE.
10:18 ROWNR NUMBER OF ROWS IN DISK TANK FOR THIS LINE.
18:15 RELATIVE ADDRESS OF FIRST UNUSED SEGMENT IN
       THE CURRENT ROW.
33:15 ADDRESS OF BUFFERS,
INPUTANK

THE ARRAY INPUTANK IS MIXMAX+1 LONG AND CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT THE INPUT TANKS FOR EACH JOB IN THE MIX. THE DEFINES USED WITH IT ARE USED AS PARTIAL WORD DESIGNATORS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>DEFINE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:1</td>
<td>NDSABLE</td>
<td>ON IF JOB MAY NOT BE DS-ED, E.G. A CANOE JOB WHICH HAS TO FINISH ITS FILE MANIPULATION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:1</td>
<td>INTERLOCK BIT, IF THIS BIT IS OFF, THE TANK MAY NOT BE TOUCHED.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:1</td>
<td>INPUTREADY</td>
<td>ON WHEN THE JOB IS SWAPPED OUT WAITING FOR INPUT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:1</td>
<td>SLOWDOWN</td>
<td>USER HAS BEEN TOLD TO STOP HIS INPUT SINCE THE TANK IS ALMOST FULL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:6</td>
<td>INPUTN</td>
<td>THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES IN THIS JOBS TANK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:6</td>
<td>INPUTL</td>
<td>ADDRESS WITHIN CLUMP OF NEXT MESSAGE TO BE PASSED TO JOB I.E. RELATIVE ADDRESS OF &quot;OLDEST&quot; INPUT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TANKS

THE TANKS ARRAY, WHICH IS LMAX+1 LONG, IS USED TO STORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE OUTPUT TANKS FOR THE VARIOUS LINES, EXCEPT FOR DISCONNECTING, WHICH IS USED AS A PARTIAL WORD DESIGNATOR, THE DEFINES USED WITH TANKS ARE PARAMETRIC DEFINES.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>DEFINE</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>DISCONNECTING</td>
<td>DISCONNECTING FLAG. ON IF NOW IN THE PROCESS OF THROWING AWAY OUTPUT FOR THIS LINE DUE TO DISCONNECT, BREAK OR WRU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>ACTIVITY</td>
<td>BIT, SET AT EACH SWAP AND OC INTERRUPT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:3</td>
<td>POINTER TO WHICH 7 WORD (56 CHARACTER) PART OF THE SEGMENT BEING DETANKED IS NEXT.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:1</td>
<td>CANDE SHUT-UP</td>
<td>FLAG, TURNED ON WHEN A SHUT-UP EVENT IS ADDED TO THE QUEUE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:1</td>
<td>ON IF CANDE</td>
<td>JOB HAS HAD BREAK WHILE RUNNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:8</td>
<td>TANKLINE</td>
<td>DETANKING QUEUE. THIS CONTAINS THE LINE NUMBER OF THE NEXT LINE AFTER THIS LINE FOR WHICH DETANKING IS TO BE DONE, (0 IF TAIL OF QUEUE OR NOT IN QUEUE.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:1</td>
<td>INTERLOCK</td>
<td>BIT. OUTPUT TANKS MAY NOT BE TOUCHED IF THIS BIT IS 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:1</td>
<td>TANKSWAP</td>
<td>ON WHEN THE OBJECT JOB IS SWAPPED OUT FOR ANY REASON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:1</td>
<td>TANKFUL</td>
<td>TANK FULL BIT. ON WHEN THE OBJECT JOB IS SWAPPED OUT TO WAIT FOR TANK TO EMPTY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:6</td>
<td>TANKN</td>
<td>NUMBER OF SEGMENTS USED IN THE TANK FOR THIS LINE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:6</td>
<td>TANKL</td>
<td>ADDRESS WITHIN TANK (I.E. WITHIN THIS USER'S GLOM) OF SEGMENT OUT OF WHICH NEXT DATA IS TO BE TAKEN, I.E. RELATIVE ADDRESS OF SEGMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEING DETANKED.

33:15 TANKA

CORE ADDRESS OF TANK IN JOB'S AREA USED FOR PACKING. 0 IF THERE IS NO SUCH AREA, I.E.

IF OUTPUT IS FROM A CANOE TYPE JOB.
THE FORK QUEUE: ITS STRUCTURE AND OPERATION

THE FORK QUEUE IS A QUEUE OF REQUESTS TO RUN INDEPENDENT PROCESSES. ENTRIES ARE PUT IN THE QUEUE BY FORK, AND ARE INITIATED BY THE CONTROL SECTION OF THE MCP NEAR THE LABELS NOTHINGTONDO AND SLATESTARTER. THE ADDRESS OF THE HEAD AND TAIL OF THE QUEUE ARE KEPT IN FORKQUE, WHICH HAS THE FORMAT:

0:3 =5, MARKS THIS AS A PRESENT DATA DESCRIPTOR.
9:9 =777 (OCTAL)
18:15 CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE LAST ENTRY IN THE QUEUE.
33:15 CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST ENTRY IN THE QUEUE.

IF THE QUEUE IS EMPTY, THE TWO ADDRESS FIELDS POINT TO FORKQUE. NOTE THAT SINCE FORKQUE IS AN ARRAY DESCRIPTOR, THE CONTENTS OF THE FIRST ENTRY MAY BE ADDRESSED AS THE ARRAY FORKQUE[*].

ENTRIES TO THE FORK QUEUE ARE STORED IN 5 WORD SEGMENTED SAVE ARRAYS,
WHERE:

WORD 0 9:9 CONTAINS THE PRIORITY+64,
18:15 IS THE ADDRESS OF THE PRECEDING ENTRY OR OF FORKQUE IF THIS IS THE FIRST ENTRY.
33:15 IS THE ADDRESS OF THE NEXT ENTRY, OR OF FORKQUE IF THIS IS THE LAST ENTRY.

WORD 1 18:15 CONTAINS LOGLINE.
33:15 IS THE ADDRESS OF THE DESCRIPTOR FOR THE ROUTINE TO BE
WORD 3  ZERO IF STACK SPACE HAS BEEN OBTAINED, OTHERWISE,  
THE AMOUNT OF STACK SPACE NEEDED.
WORD 4  ADDRESS OF STACK SPACE IF ALREADY OBTAINED AND ZERO  
IF STACK SPACE IS NEEDED.

THE ENTRIES IN THE FORK QUEUE ARE ORDERED ACCORDING TO PRIORITY AND  
ARE FIRST-IN, FIRST-OUT AMONG EQUAL PRIORITY REQUESTS.

WHEN CALLED, FORK IS PASSED THE ADDRESS OF THE PROCEDURE DESCRIPTOR,  
A PARAMETER FOR THE PROCEDURE, THE PRIORITY, THE AMOUNT OF STACK SPACE  
TO BE USED, AND A WORD CONTAINING EITHER THE ADDRESS OF STACK SPACE  
ALREADY OBTAINED OR THE VALUE 1. AFTER GETTING AN AREA, LINKING IT  
INTO THE QUEUE AND STORING THE INFORMATION, FORK RETURNS TO THE CALLING  
PROCEDURE. HOWEVER, FOR PROCEDURES LACKING STACK SPACE, FORK FIRST  
CHECKS THE STACK QUEUE, WHICH IS A QUEUE OF AREAS RESERVED BY INITIALIZE  
FOR USE AS STACKS FOR INDEPENDENT RUNNERS. THERE ARE NUMSTACK STACKS  
(CURRENTLY DEFINED IN INITIALIZE TO BE 2) AND EACH STACK IS STANDARDSTAC  
LONG (CURRENTLY 90 WORDS). THE STACK AREAS WHICH ARE NOT BEING USED  
ARE LINKED BY THE FIRST WORD OF THE AREA, AND THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST  
AREA IS KEPT IN STACKQ. IF THERE IS SPACE IN THE STACK QUEUE, FORK  
DELINKS THE FIRST AREA, STORES ITS ADDRESS IN WORD 4 OF THE ENTRY AND  
SETS WORD 3 TO ZERO. IF THE QUEUE IS EMPTY, WORD 3 IS SET TO STANDARDSTAC  
AND WORD 4 IS SET TO ZERO.

IN ORDER TO START PROCEDURES IN THE FORK QUEUE, NOTHINGTODO CHECKS  
THE QUEUE IMMEDIATELY AFTER INTERROGATING INTERRUPTS. IF THE QUEUE  
IS NOT EMPTY, IT TAKES THE FIRST ENTRY, STORES THE INFORMATION CONTAINED  
THEREIN, DELINKS IT AND FORGETS IT, IF THE PROCEDURE DOES NOT HAVE
STACK SPACE, IT CALLS GETSPACE BEFORE INITIATING THE PROCEDURE. IF SPACE CANNOT BE OBTAINED, IT CALLS FORK, WHICH LINKS THE ENTRY BACK INTO THE QUEUE BEHIND ANY OTHER ENTRIES WITH THE SAME PRIORITY, AND THEN RETURNS TO NOTHINTODD. IF THE QUEUE IS EMPTY, NOTHINTODD GIVES UP FORKING AND STARTS TO LOOK FOR SOMETHING IN THE BED.

WHEN AN INDEPENDENT RUNNER WHICH DOES NOT HAVE ITS OWN STACK IS FINISHED, IT CALLS KILL, PASSING IT THE ADDRESS OF THE STACK. IF THE STACK WAS OBTAINED BY GETSPACE IT IS RETURNED. IF THE STACK IS PART OF THE STACK QUEUE, IT IS LINKED INTO THE FRONT OF THE QUEUE. ITS MURDEROUS TASK COMPLETE, KILL GOES TO NOTHINTODD.
THE BED: SLEEPING AND WAKING

The bed is a linked list of control lines, entries to which are made by sleep. Jobs are put to sleep to wait for an exogenous event to occur - for example, an I/O operation to finish, a toggle to be released, or a given length of time to pass. Clearing of interrupts (SLEEP(1,1)) and euthanasia (SLEEP(0,0)) are also possible. The two parameters passed to sleep are a descriptor, pointing to the word to be tested and a mask to test it with. The job is awakened if any of the bits which are on in the mask are also on in the test word. In addition, there is a variable, click, in which a procedure can store a time out value. If this is done, the procedure will be awakened when the actual time exceeds the time out value. If it is not done, a value of 318145143132.25 is used, which, in effect, eliminates the test. As another variation, a procedure can pass a boolean expression to ComplexSleep and sleep until it is true.

The bed entry for a particular job is kept in that jobs stack. The two parameters are simply left in the stack and contain the following information:

Parameter 1: descriptor pointing to the word to be tested or a 1 if this entry comes from complex sleep.

Parameter 2: mask or accidental entry program descriptor for ComplexSleep entries.

They are followed by the RCW and then six more words added by sleep, which contain:
WORD 0 2:1 1
9:9 777 (OCTAL)
18:15 PRIORITY + 64
33:15 ADDRESS OF FIRST WORD ABOVE RCW IN THE NEXT ENTRY.

WORD 2 MIX INDEX ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ENTRY.
WORD 3 TIME OUT VALUE
WORD 4 LOGLINE
WORD 5 F REGISTER SETTING OF THE SLEEP ROUTINE WHEN IT MADE THE ENTRY (POINTS TO THE RCW).


THE WORDS ABOVE THE RCW ARE NORMALLY REFERENCED AS AN ARRAY. THE BACK LINK OF AN ENTRY MAY BE USED TO ACCESS THE PRECEDING ENTRY AS A SINGLY DIMENSIONED ARRAY AND THE FOLLOWING ENTRY AS A DOUBLY DIMENSIONED ARRAY. THIS MAKES THE LINKING AND DELINKING OF AN ENTRY EXTREMELY SIMPLE.

JOBS ARE AWAKENED BY NOTHINGTOODO, WHICH GOES TO THE BED AFTER PROCESSING THE FORK QUEUE. IT LINKS THROUGH THE BED, DOING AN INTERROGATE INTERRUPTS BEFORE PROCESSING ANY ENTRY, AND THEN SETTING THE S REGISTER.
TO THE TOP OF THE ENTRY AND THE F REGISTER TO THE RCW. IF THE ENTRY PASSES THE TESTS, IT IS DELINKED AND INITIATED VIA AN EXIT OPERATION. IF IT DOES NOT PASS, THE NEXT ENTRY IS TESTED.
ASSIGNING JOBS TO CORE

THE AREA ABOVE THE FENCE IS DIVIDED INTO CHUNKS OF 1024 WORDS. WHEN A PROGRAM ENTERS THE MIX IT IS ASSIGNED A SET OF CONTIGUOUS CHUNKS IN WHICH TO RUN. THE NUMBER OF CHUNKS REQUIRED IS CALCULATED FROM THE ESTIMATE SUPPLIED BY THE COMPILER. ONCE A JOB HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO AN AREA, IT IS ALWAYS RUN WITHIN THAT AREA.

THE AREA IN WHICH A JOB RUNS IS DIVIDED INTO MEMORY LINKS EXACTLY AS IF IT WERE ALL OF CORE ON THE STANDARD SYSTEM. WHEN GETSPACE AND FORGETSPACE ARE CALLED, THEY ARE GIVEN THE MIX INDEX OF THE JOB, WHICH THEY USE TO FIND THE AREA WITHIN WHICH SPACE NEEDS TO BE GOTTEN OR RETURNED. THUS, WHILE A JOB IS RUNNING, ITS STORAGE CAN BE OVERLAI D OR MADE PRESENT IN THE STANDARD WAY. THE DIFFERENCE IS THAT IT IS CONFINE D TO RUN IN A GIVEN AREA AND THAT NO OTHER PROGRAM CAN USE ANY OF THAT AREA.

SINCE A JOB ALWAYS OCCUPIES THE SAME AREA, NON-OVERLAYABLE STORAGE, SUCH AS THE PRT, CAN BE SWAPPED; THAT IS, IT CAN BE ROLLED OUT AND THEN ROLLED IN WITH THE REST OF THE PROGRAM. OF COURSE, SINCE IT IS NON-OVERLAYABLE, IT REMAINS IN CORE WHENEVER THE PROGRAM IS IN CORE.

THE ALGORITHM FOR ASSIGNING A PROGRAM TO AN AREA ATTEMPTS TO MINIMIZE THE CONFLICT FOR SPACE BETWEEN THAT PROGRAM AND THE OTHER PROGRAMS IN THE MIX. TO DO THIS, IT EXAMINES EACH POTENTIAL AREA, I.E. EACH SET OF THE NECESSARY NUMBER OF CONTIGUOUS CHUNKS, AND CALCULATES T, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF USERS OF ANY ONE CHUNK WITHIN THE AREA. THE JOB IS ASSIGNED TO THE AREA WITH THE MINIMUM T, AND INTO THE AREA LOWEST IN CORE AMONG AREAS WITH EQUAL T.
One of the goals of the time sharing system is to maintain efficient use of core while ensuring a quick response to every user. This is done by periodically rolling jobs out of core to make room for other jobs. There are three reasons for which a job may be rolled out while it is running.

First, each job is assigned a time slice when it is rolled in. This time slice varies depending on the job's size and priority and on the length of time it has been running. When a job has used its allotted time slice, it is swapped out.

Second, a job is swapped out if the operator stops it with an ST message or if it has to wait for teletype I/O, which is extremely slow relative to the computer. It should be noted that on input the user is allowed to type ahead of his job, which is not swapped out until it has to wait for data. On output, before it is rolled out, the user's program is allowed to fill a tank which holds approximately 10 minutes of output.

Third, when a new job enters the system, or when a job which has been waiting for teletype I/O returns to the system, an attempt is made to give it an immediate time slice. This means that jobs already running may have to be swapped out. Jobs which are swapped out for this reason are swapped back in ahead of jobs which had used their full time slice.

New and reentering jobs are allowed immediate access to core in order
TO GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO SEND A RESPONSE TO THE USER, SINCE THEIR
FIRST TIME SLICE IS REALTIVELY SMALL, THEY ARE QUICKLY SWAPPED OUT,
SO THAT OTHER USERS SUFFER ONLY A NEGLIGIBLE DELAY. THIS IMMEDIATE
ACCESS IS ESPECIALLY VALUABLE TO PROGRAMS THAT GENERATE A GREAT DEAL
OF OUTPUT IN A RELATIVELY SHORT TIME, SUCH AS THE LIST PROGRAM FOR
CANDE.

THE PROCEDURES WHICH HANDLE THE ACTUAL SWAPPING OPERATE ON JOBS PLACED
IN THE SWAP QUEUE BY THE OTHER PARTS OF THE MCP. IF A JOB IN THE SWAP
QUEUE NEEDS TO BE SWAPPED OUT, IT IS DEALT WITH IMMEDIATELY, BUT IF
IT IS READY TO BE SWAPPED IN, IT IS PLACED IN THE READY QUEUE, WHICH
IS USED TO HOLD JOBS WAITING TO BE SWAPPED IN.

WHEN A JOB IS SWAPPED OUT, ITS AREA BECOMES AVAILABLE AND SO THE
CHUNKS WITHIN IT ARE ASSIGNED TO THE JOBS HIGHEST IN THE READY QUEUE
WHICH REQUIRE THEM. THE CHunks THUS ASSIGNED ARE SAId TO BE POSSESSED
BY THE JOB TO WHICH THEY ARE ASSIGNED. WHEN A JOB POSSESSES A CHUNK,
IT PREVENTS ALL OTHER JOBS FROM USING THAT CHUNK. AS A JOB SITS IN
THE READY QUEUE IT ACCUMULATES CORE UNTIL IT POSSESSES THE AREA IT
NEEDS. THEN IT IS SWAPPED IN AND ALLOWED TO RUN. WHEN IT IS SWAPPED
OUT IT LOSES POSSESSION OF ITS CHUNKS, WHICH ARE REASSIGNED TO OTHER
JOBS IN THE QUEUE.

THE EFFECT OF THIS IS THAT A JOB IN THE READY QUEUE CANNOT BE RUN IF
ANY JOB ABOVE IT IN THE QUEUE REQUIRES ANY OF ITS CHUNKS. CONVERSELY,
A JOB IN THE QUEUE IS RUN AHEAD OF ANY JOBS BELOW IT IN THE QUEUE
WHICH REQUIRE A PART OF ITS AREA. THIS ENSURES EVERY JOB A CHANCE TO
RUN NO MATTER HOW LARGE IT IS OR LOW ITS PRIORITY.
There are three entry points to the ready queue, they are:

1) Readynend, into which are placed new jobs, jobs which have waited for teletype I/O, and jobs which have been ok-ed after being stopped.
2) Forcend, into which are placed jobs which are forced out by jobs at readynend.
3) Rdyrptend, into which jobs which have used their time slice are placed.

When a job is placed at readynend or forcend, it is being placed in front of other jobs in the queue, it is therefore allowed to take chunks from the jobs below it. That is, if a job below the new entry to the queue possesses a chunk needed by the new entry, that chunk is reassigned to the new entry, thus, chunks are always possessed by the highest job in the queue which can use them.

Furthermore, when a job is placed at readynend it forces jobs which are using chunks in its area out of core, provided that those jobs did not themselves enter the queue at readynend. When the forced out job is actually swapped out, its chunks are reassigned, and, since readynend is the highest entry point into the queue, jobs at readynend get the chunks they need. In this way, unless part of their area is possessed by other jobs getting their initial time slice, jobs which enter at readynend gain possession of their area almost immediately.

It should be noted that the priority of a job is not a factor in this algorithm. All jobs, regardless of their priority, get a turn on the
SYSTEM. HOWEVER, THE PRIORITY OF A JOB DOES AFFECT THE LENGTH OF ITS
TIME SLICE. THE LENGTH OF THE TIME SLICE IS ALSO AFFECTED BY THE
NUMBER OF TIMES THE JOB HAS BEEN SWAPPED SINCE ITS LAST INTERACTION,
I.E., SINCE IT WAS LAST PUT AT READYEND.

THE FORMULA FOR COMPUTING THE TIME SLICE IS

\[ T = (1 + N + (9-P)/4 + C/4000) \times 64 \]

WHERE

- **T** is the processor time limit in sixtieths of a second.
- **N** is the number of times the job has been swapped since its last interaction.
- **P** is the priority of the job.
- **C** is the number of words of core required for the job.

The variable, **N**, is not allowed to exceed seven. Thus, once a job has been swapped seven times, its time slice has reached the maximum and is no longer increased by further swapping.

A job is also given an elapsed time limit of one and a half times its processor time limit. If it exceeds either of these limits, it is swapped out and placed in the ready queue at READYEND.

In summary, the reasons for which a job can be placed in the swap queue and the actions taken as a result are:

1) BEGINNING OF JOB, THE JOB IS PLACED IN THE READY QUEUE AT READYEND
2) End of job, the chunks possessed by the job are reassigned to jobs in the ready queue.

3) Wait for external condition. The job is swapped out and its chunks are reassigned.

4) External condition satisfied, the job is added to the ready queue at readyend.

5) Force out, the job is added to the ready queue at forcend and then its chunks are reassigned.

6) End of time slice, the job is added to the ready queue at rdyrptend and then its chunks are reassigned.

Note that jobs which are forced out or which have used their time slice are added to the queue before their chunks are reassigned. This makes it possible for them to get their chunks back if no other jobs can use them.
SWAPPING STATUSES

FROM THE TIME IT ENTERS THE MIX UNTIL THE TIME IT LEAVES, EACH JOB HAS A STATUS ASSOCIATED WITH IT. THE STATUSES SPECIFY WHAT THE JOB IS DOING AT ANY GIVEN TIME. THE STATUSES ARE:

0 - TIMEND THE JOB IS WAITING TO BE SWAPPED OUT AFTER USING ITS TIME SLICE.
1 - WAITSWAP THE JOB IS WAITING TO BE SWAPPED OUT TO WAIT FOR AN EXTERNAL CONDITION.
2 - BOJSTATE NEW JOB WAITING TO BE ADDED TO READY QUE.
3 - SATISFY THE JOB IS WAITING TO BE ADDED TO THE READY QUE AFTER AN EXTERNAL CONDITION HAS BEEN SATISFIED.
4 - EOJSTATE THE JOB HAS REACHED COMPLETION AND IS WAITING TO HAVE ITS CHUNKS REASSIGNED.
5 - FORCESWAP THE JOB IS WAITING TO BE SWAPPED OUT DUE TO A FORCE OUT.
6 - TRANSIT THE JOB IS BEING SWAPPED IN OR OUT.
8 - WAITSTATE THE JOB HAS BEEN SWAPPED OUT ON DISK AND IS WAITING FOR AN EXTERNAL CONDITION.
9 - READYSTATE JOB IS IN THE READY QUEUE AFTER WAITING FOR AN EXTERNAL CONDITION.
10 - RDYPPT JOB IS IN THE READY QUEUE AFTER BEING FORCED OUT OR AFTER USING ITS TIME SLICE.
11 - READYB NEW JOB IN THE READY QUEUE
16 - RUNNING JOB IS IN CORE.
32 - SELECTING NEW JOB BEING PROCESSED AFTER GAINING POSSESSION
56 - STABLE

JOB HAS LOST ITS CHUNKS AFTER AN END OF JOB,
ALSO USED TO MASK FOR ALL STATUSES BELOW 7.

NOTE THAT STATUSES 0 - 5 APPLY TO JOBS IN THE SWAP QUEUE AND STATUSES 9 - 11 APPLY TO JOBS IN THE READY QUEUE.
THE SWAPPING PROCEDURES

THE PROCEDURES WHICH DEAL WITH SWAPPING ARE:

INITIALSWAP
ASSIGNS AN AREA TO A JOB, SETS UP MEMORY LINKS
AND GETS A SWAP AREA ON DISK.

SWAP
ENTERS A JOB IN THE SWAP QUEUE AND GIVES IT THE
APPROPRIATE STATUS.

BRINGBACK
CALLED TO ENTER A JOB IN THE SWAP QUEUE AFTER
THE EXTERNAL CONDITION FOR WHICH IT HAS BEEN
WAITING IS SATISFIED.

SWAPPER
HANDLES THE ACTUAL SWAPPING.

SWAPPINGIO
DOES I/O FOR SWAPPER.

UNHOOKANDWAIT
DISCONNECTS A JOB ABOUT TO BE SWAPPED OUT.

HOOKUPMCP
RECONNECTS A JOB THAT HAS BEEN SWAPPED IN.

REENTER
USED BY HOOKUPMCP.

WHEN IT FINDS A JOB IN THE SWAP QUEUE, SWAPPER USES ITS STATUS TO
DETERMINE WHAT ACTION TO TAKE, AND THEN DEALS WITH IT AS DESCRIBED
UNDER "SWAPPING." IF THE JOB REQUIRES SWAPPING OUT, SWAPPER CALLS
UNHOOKANDWAIT WHICH STORES THE LOCATION OF THE TOP OF THE PROGRAMS
STACK, DELINKS THE BED ENTRY FOR THE JOB, REMOVES THE JOB FROM THE
MCP AND INTRINSIC TABLES AND THEN SLEEPS UNTIL ALL I/O FOR THE JOB
IS COMPLETE. SWAPPER THEN CALLS SWAPPINGIO AND THE JOB IS WRITTEN
INTO THE AREA RESERVED FOR IT ON DISK. IF APPROPRIATE, THE JOB IS
LINKED INTO THE READY QUEUE AND THEN ITS CHunks ARE REASSIGNED ONE
AT A TIME. AS SOON AS A JOB HAS GAINED POSSESSION OF ITS ENTIRE AREA,
IT IS SWAPPED IN, AND THEN CHUNK REASSIGNMENT CONTINUES.
TO SWAP A JOB IN, SWAPPER FIRST CALLS SWAPPINGIO TO READ THE JOB BACK INTO CORE AND THEN HOOKUPMCP, WHICH IN TURN CALLS FOR REENTER TO RUN INDEPENDENTLY AND THEN SLEEPS UNTIL REENTER HAS RUN. REENTER SETS THE S AND F REGISTERS TO THE TOP OF THE JOBS STACK AND THEN TRANSFERS (I. E. NOT A CALL) TO SLEEP, WHICH WILL USE THE S AND F REGISTERS TO MAKE A BED ENTRY FOR THE JOB, SINCE THE BED ENTRY FOR HOOKUPMCP PRECEDES THE ONE FOR THE JOB, HOOKUPMCP IS AWAKENED IN TIME TO PUT THE JOB BACK INTO THE MCP TABLES, IT THEN RETURNS TO SWAPPER WHICH CONTINUES TO REASSIGN CHUNKS, AFTER PROCESSING ALL THE AVAILABLE CHUNKS, IT GOES TO THE NEXT JOB IN THE SWAP QUEUE, OR, IF THE SWAP QUEUE IS EMPTY, COMMENTS SUICIDE BY CALLING KILL. EVENTUALLY, AS THE MCP PROCESSES THE BED, IT WILL FIND THE JOB AND RESTART IT AS IF IT HAD NEVER BEEN SWAPPED.

WHEN OTHER PROCEDURES IN THE MCP DISCOVER THAT A JOB NEEDS TO BE SWAPPED, THEY CALL BRINGBACK IF THE JOB IS SWAPPED OUT AND CAN NOW BE SWAPPED BACK IN AND SWAP FOR ALL OTHER CASES. THESE ROUTINES LINK THE JOB INTO THE SWAP QUEUE AND CHECK TO SEE IF SWAPPER IS DEAD OR ALIVE, IF IT IS DEAD, IT IS REINCARNATED AS AN INDEPENDENT RUNNER AND MARKED AS BEING ALIVE, THIS ALLOWS SWAPPER TO BE OVERLAID WHEN IT HAS NOTHING TO DO.

UNTIL THE JOB HAS GAINED POSSESSION OF ITS AREA. WHEN A NEW JOB ACCUMULATES ALL OF ITS CHUNKS, SWAPPER REMOVES IT FROM THE READY QUEUE AND GIVES IT THE STATUS SELECTING. THIS AWAKENS INITIALIZSWAP SO THAT IT CAN SET UP THE MEMORY LINKS AND GET A SWAP AREA ON DISK. IT THEN RETURNS TO SELECTRUN WHICH PROCEEDS TO INITIATE THE JOB IN THE USUAL WAY.
EXPANDING AN AREA

Although the core area initially assigned to a job will ordinarily be sufficient, cases can arise in which a job needs more space. This condition shows up when getspace is unable to obtain enough space to satisfy a request. In that case, if the job is not already assigned to the entire area above the fence, getspace will initiate an expansion of its area by calling swap to force the job out (i.e., the job will enter the ready queue at forcend) and then sleep until the job is again running, at which time it will have an extra chunk and getspace can try again. This is repeated until sufficient space is obtained or until the job is assigned the maximum number of chunks. When a job runs out of space and no core is available for expansion, getspace sleeps and then tries again. If space is not available on the third try, the job is terminated.

During the swapping of a job which is being expanded, swappingid calls expander. When the job is being swapped out, expander chooses the direction in which the job's area should be expanded in order to minimize conflict with other jobs, changes SC or LC accordingly and exits. The job then sits in the ready queue until it possesses its area, which is now one chunk larger than it was. When the job is swapped in, expander is called again, it sets up the memory links to include the new area and, if the job was added in front, the Jar and UV table entries for the job are moved to the front of the new area.
LINE MAINTENANCE

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS FACING ANY TIME SHARING SYSTEM IS THAT PEOPLE AND TELETYPES HAVE I/O REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF COMPUTERS. THE REMOTE USERS MUST BE ABLE TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE A RELATIVELY SLOW BUT STEADY STREAM OF INFORMATION, WHEREAS PROGRAMS REQUIRE SHORT BURSTS OF MUCH FASTER I/O. IN THE 85500 TIME SHARING SYSTEM THE NEEDS OF BOTH THE USER AND THE PROGRAM ARE MET BY PERFORMING THEIR I/O INDEPENDENTLY. IN ORDER TO DO THIS AS EFFICIENTLY AS POSSIBLE, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT MAKE USE OF QUEUEING STRUCTURES AND DISK TANKS.

AS DATA COMES IN FROM A TELETYPING, IT IS COLLECTED IN 28 CHARACTER BUFFERS IN THE DTTU. WHEN A BUFFER IS FULL IT IS READ INTO A SEGMENTED SAVE AREA AND LINKED TO ANY OTHER BUFFERS WHICH ARE PART OF THE SAME MESSAGE. THE COMPLETE MESSAGE, AS INDICATED BY A GROUP MARK, IS THEN LINKED INTO THE WORKER QUEUE, WHICH CONSISTS OF BUFFERS LINKED BY THE FIRST WORD, WHERE

212 SPECIFIES THE SIZE OF THE AREA
411 IS THE END OF MESSAGE FLAG, INDICATING THAT THIS IS THE LAST BUFFER OF A MESSAGE
711 IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE SPECIAL MESSAGE WHICH MARKS THE OCCURRENCE OF A DISCONNECT,
911 IS THE END OF QUEUE FLAG,
1018 IS THE LOGICAL LINE NUMBER
1815 CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE PREVIOUS BUFFER IN THIS MESSAGE OR ZERO IF THIS IS THE FIRST BUFFER,
33:15 contains the address of the next buffer in the queue or zero if this is the last buffer.

The addresses of the head and tail of the queue are kept in working. Note that buffers are linked back only to a message boundary, but are linked forward across message boundaries.

The buffers in the worker queue are consolidated into messages and then stored in the appropriate disk tank. Input from all users to CANDE is stored in a tank which consists of chunks containing TANKCHUNKSIZE (currently 256) segments of user disk. The MCP obtains additional chunks as they are needed and CANDE returns the chunks when it is through with them. When a segment is written on disk, it is also left in core until CANDE has done its initial scanning. The format of a segment on disk is

WORD 0  3:15 Relative disk address within this chunk
18:15 Core address of next segment
40:18 Number of words of data in this segment

Words 1-29 Messages

In addition, in core two further words are used.

WORD -1 Decimai disk address of the segment.
WORD -2 I/O descriptor used to write it onto disk

Each message consists of one information word plus as many words as are required to hold it. The format of the information word is:

1:1 Special message flag
THE CORE AND DISK ADDRESSES OF A SEGMENT ARE THEN PASSED TO CANDE IN A DATA EVENT.

WHEN THE USER ENTERS DATA FROM A PAPER TAPE, IT IS STORED IN A TANK FILE CREATED FOR THE LINE BY THE TAPE COMMAND. THIS FILE IS SET UP EXACTLY LIKE THE CANDE TANKS; THAT IS, IT CONTAINS ROWS OF TANKCHUNKSIZE SEGMENTS AND THE SEGMENTS, BOTH IN CORE AND ON DISK, HAVE THE FORMAT DEScribed ABOVE. HOWEVER, FOR PAPERTAPE THE SEGMENTS IN CORE ARE USED ONLY AS BUFFERS AND THEIR CONTENTS ARE NOT FURTHER SAVED.

IF THE USER IS CONNECTED TO A USER PROGRAM, HIS DATA IS STORED ACCORDING TO THE MIX INDEX OF THE PROGRAM. THE DISK AREA FOR THIS, WHICH IS GOTTEN DURING INITIALIZATION, CONTAINS CLUMPSIZE×MIXHAX SEGMENTS, THUS ALLOWING CLUMPSIZE (CURRENTLY 16) SEGMENTS TO EACH USER. THE ADDRESS OF THE BASE OF THIS AREA IS KEPT IN PROGTANK AND A USER USES THE AREA BEGINNING AT RELATIVE SEGMENT CLUMPSIZE×MIX. THE TANK FOR ANY GIVEN JOB IS USED CYCLICALLY, WHEN A PROGRAM ASKS FOR DATA IT IS READ OFF OF THE DISK AND INTO BUFFERS IN THE PROGRAMS AREA.

OUTPUT DATA FOR A GIVEN LINE IS NORMALLY STORED IN THE OUTPUT TANK FOR THAT LINE. THE OUTPUT TANKS ARE KEPT IN A DISK AREA OF LMAX×GLOMSIZE SEGMENTS WHICH IS OBTAINED DURING INITIALIZATION. (CURRENTLY, GLOMSIZE IS 32.) THE AREA FOR A SPECIFIC LINE BEGINS AT GLOMSIZE×LL, WHERE LL IS THE LINE NUMBER. MESSAGES FROM CANDE AND THE MCP ARE WRITTEN DIRECTLY INTO A SEGMENT WITHOUT BEING PACKED, BUT MESSAGES
FROM PROGRAMS RUNNING ABOVE THE FENCE ARE PACKED INTO A 30 WORD ARRAY WITHIN THAT PROGRAMS AREA, AND THEN WRITTEN ONTO DISK AS A FULL SEGMENT. THE FIRST WORD OF ANY SEGMENT CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE SEGMENT AND THE REMAINING 29 WORDS CONTAIN OUTPUT WITH A SINGLE GROUP MARK AT THE END. WHEN A JOB IS SWAPPED OUT OR WHEN AN ARRAY GETS FULL (I.E. THE NEXT MESSAGE REQUIRES MORE SPACE THAN IS LEFT IN THE ARRAY) IT IS WRITTEN ONTO THE DISK.

THE PROCEDURE WHICH PERFORMS THE ACTUAL OUTPUT OF INFORMATION TAKES DATA FOR A GIVEN LINE FROM THAT LINE'S LINE QUEUE. WHEN THE LINE QUEUE IS EMPTY, DATA IS TAKEN FROM THE TANK 56 CHARACTERS AT A TIME AND ADDED TO THE LINE QUEUE. OUTPUT DATA IS ADDED DIRECTLY TO THE LINE QUEUE ONLY IF BOTH THE TANK AND THE LINE QUEUE ARE EMPTY.

THE LINE QUEUE FOR A GIVEN LINE CONSISTS OF BUFFERS WHICH ARE THE CORRECT SIZE FOR THE ADAPTER ON THAT LINE. THEY ARE STORED IN SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS AND ARE LINKED BY AN INFORMATION WORD WHICH HAS THE FORMAT

4:11 END OF MESSAGE FLAG
10:8 LOGICAL LINE NUMBER
18:15 ADDRESS OF PREVIOUS ENTRY IN THE LINE QUEUE OR ZERO IF THIS IS THE FIRST ENTRY.
33:15 ADDRESS OF THE NEXT ENTRY IN THE LINE QUEUE OR ZERO IF THIS IS THE LAST ENTRY.

THE ADDRESS OF THE HEAD AND TAIL OF THE LINE QUEUE FOR LINE I IS KEPT IN DCREQUEST[i]. DCREQUEST IS ALSO USED TO KEEP THE READY QUEUE, A LINKED LIST OF LINES WHICH HAVE I/O-S (DATA TO BE WRITTEN, BLAST READS
OR ACTIVE INTERROGATES) READY FOR OUTPUT IN THEIR LINE QUEUES. THE FORMAT OF AN ENTRY IN DCREQUEST IS

119 STATUS OF THE LINE.
1018 LINE NUMBER OF THE NEXT LINE IN THE READY QUEUE OR ZERO IF THIS LINE IS NOT IN THE READY QUEUE OR IS THE LAST LINE IN THE READY QUEUE.
1815 ADDRESS OF THE TAIL OF THE LINE QUEUE OR ZERO IF THE LINE QUEUE IS EMPTY.
3315 ADDRESS OF THE HEAD OF THE LINE QUEUE OR ZERO IF THE LINE QUEUE IS EMPTY.

THE LINE NUMBERS OF THE HEAD AND TAIL OF THE READY QUEUE ARE KEPT IN DCREQUEST[0].
LINE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES


THE PROCEDURES WHICH FALL INTO THE FIRST GROUP ARE:

ENTERLINEQ  ENTERS DATA INTO THE LINE QUEUE.
ENTERREADYQ ENTERS A LINE INTO THE READY QUEUE IF THE LINE IS NOT ALREADY IN THE READY QUEUE.
NEXTOCIO PERFORMS WRITES AND SOME INTERROGATES.
INTERROGATOR HANDLES INQUIRY REQUEST INTERRUPTS.
DCIOFINISH980 HANDLES ALL I/O FINISHED INTERRUPTS FOR 980 ADAPTERS.
HELLO HANDLES DIAL-UPS.
WRURESPONSE RESPONDS TO WRU AND IS USED AT DIAL-UP TIME.
QUITTER USED DURING THE PROCESSING OF DISCONNECTS, WRUS AND BREAKS.
GIVEAWAY LINKS MESSAGES INTO THE WORKER QUEUE.

THERE ARE TWO WAYS IN WHICH THIS SET OF ROUTINES CAN GET CONTROL. FIRST, DATA MAY BE PASSED TO ENTERLINEQ FOR OUTPUT, THIS CAUSES ENTERREADYQ TO BE CALLED, AND POSSIBLY NEXTOCIO, SECOND, THEY GET
CONTROL AS A RESULT OF INTERRUPTS GENERATED BY THE TERMINAL UNITS.


THIS SYSTEM OF INTERRUPTS AND INTERROGATES ALLOWS THE MCP TO KEEP MANY BUFFERS BUSY SIMULTANEOUSLY. FOR INSTANCE, AFTER IT RECEIVES THE I/O FINISHED INTERRUPT FOR A WRITE, IT CAN DO I/O'S ON OTHER LINES WHILE THE DATA IS BEING TRANSMITTED TO THE USER. THEN, WHEN IT FINDS OUT THAT THE TRANSMISSION IS COMPLETE, IT CAN INITIATE FURTHER I/O ON THAT LINE.

THE PROCEDURE WHICH HANDLES THE INQUIRY REQUEST IS INTERROGATOR. IF THERE IS NO I/O CHANNEL ASSIGNED TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS, IT ENTERS AN INTERROGATE IN THE I/O QUEUE BY CALLING IOREQUEST. OTHERWISE, IT INFORMS NEXTDCIO THAT AN INTERROGATE NEEDS TO BE DONE.
WHEN NEXTDCIO GETS CONTROL, IF A CHANNEL IS AVAILABLE AND AN INTERROGATE NEEDS TO BE DONE, THE INTERROGATE IS INITIATED. OTHERWISE, THE FIRST BUFFER LOAD IN THE LINE QUEUE OF THE FIRST LINE IN THE READY QUEUE IS WRITTEN, USING THE AVAILABLE CHANNEL IF THERE IS ONE OR, IF NO CHANNEL IS AVAILABLE, BY CALLING IOREQUEST.

NEXTDCIO GETS CONTROL FROM TWO SOURCES, ONE IS ENTERREADYQ, WHICH CALLS NEXTDCIO IF NO DATA COMMUNICATIONS I/O IS IN PROGRESS. IN THIS CASE, AN I/O CHANNEL MAY OR MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE. THE OTHER SOURCE FROM WHICH IT GETS CONTROL IS DCIOFINISH980, IN WHICH CASE AN I/O CHANNEL IS AVAILABLE SINCE DCIOFINISH980 GETS CONTROL BEFORE ANYTHING FURTHER IS INITIATED ON THE CHANNEL THAT GENERATED THE I/O FINISHED INTERRUPT.

THIS ABILITY OF LINE MAINTENANCE TO KEEP AN I/O CHANNEL ALLOWS IT TO INITIATE ITS OWN I/O UNTIL IT HAS NO MORE TO DO WITHOUT WAITING FOR THE I/O QUEUEING STRUCTURE OR SHARING THE CHANNEL WITH THE REST OF THE SYSTEM. WHEN DCIOFINISH980 GETS CONTROL, IT STARTS AN I/O AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, EITHER BY INITIATING IT ITSELF OR BY CALLING NEXTDCIO.

SINCE IT PROCESSES ALL OF THE DATA COMMUNICATIONS I/O FINISHES, DCIOFINISH980 IS THE PRIMARY CONTROLLING ROUTINE FOR THE FIRST GROUP. FOR SOME OF THE SPECIAL CASES REQUIRING RELATIVELY EXTENSIVE PROCESSING IT CALLS SUCH ROUTINES AS WRURESPONSE AND THE INDEPENDENT RUNNERS, HELLO AND QUITTER. MOST CASES, HOWEVER, CAN BE HANDLED ALMOST ENTIRELY WITHIN DCIOFINISH980.

WHEN A PASSIVE INTERROGATE REPORTS A READ READY BUFFER, DCIOFINISH980 IMMEDIATELY INITIATES A READ. WHEN IT GETS THE I/O FINISHED INTERRUPT FROM THAT, IT CHECKS FOR A GROUP MARK. IF THERE IS ONE, IT GENERATES


OLDWEIRDHAROLD TANKS INPUT AND DETANKS OUTPUT
NOTIFYCANDE QUEUES UP DATA EVENTS.
DCWRITE OUTPUTS MESSAGES.
DCDISKIO Writes DATA IN CANDE-S TANKS AND GETS NEW CHUNKS WHEN NEEDED.
PAPERTAPEDISKIO WRITES DATA IN PAPER TAPE TANKS AND GETS NEW ROWS WHEN NEEDED.
CALLITOFF HANDLES THE END OF PAPER TAPE INPUT.

THE MOST IMPORTANT OF THESE PROCEDURES IS OLDWEIRDHAROLD.

OLDWEIRDHAROLD, ALIAS THE WORKER, DOES MANY STRANGE AND WONDROUS THINGS SOME OF WHICH ARE USEFUL. IF HE HAS NOT BEEN FORKED ALREADY, HE IS FORKED WHENEVER SOMETHING IS ADDED TO ONE OF HIS QUEUES. WHEN GIVEN CONTROL HE FIRST PROCESSES THE WORKER QUEUE, ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME, AND THEN, WHEN IT IS EMPTY, DETANKS DATA FOR THE FIRST LINE IN THE DETANKING QUEUE. AFTER HANDLING A LINE IN THE DETANKING QUEUE, HE PROCESSES ANYTHING WHICH WAS ADDED TO THE WORKER QUEUE WHILE HE WAS DETANKING, HE CONTINUES TO PROCESS THE WORKER QUEUE AND THEN DETANK DATA FOR A LINE UNTIL HE HAS DETANKED DATA FOR ALL LINES IN THE QUEUE, AFTER WHICH HE GOES TO NOTHINTODDO.

TO PROCESS THE WORKER QUEUE, OLDWEIRDHAROLD SCANS DOWN THE BUFFERS LOOKING FOR A LEFT ARROW, PROCESSING BACKSPACES AND CONSOLIDATING AND FORGETTING BUFFERS AS HE GOES. WHEN HE HAS A COMPLETE MESSAGE, HE CHECKS TO SEE IF THE LINE IS CONNECTED TO CANOE, IS BEING USED FOR PAPER TAPE INPUT OR IS CONNECTED TO A USER PROGRAM.

SINCE CANOE EXPECTS TO FIND INPUT MESSAGES BOTH IN CORE AND ON DISK, THEY ARE WRITTEN INTO 30 WORD ARRAYS, THE NEXT ARRAY TO BE PASSED TO CANOE IS FIRSTSEG AND THE ARRAY INTO WHICH DATA IS CURRENTLY BEING PLACED IS LASTSEG. THE FIRST WORD OF THE DATA TO BE PASSED NEXT IS POINTED TO BY FIRSTOFFSET AND THE NEXT AVAILABLE WORD IN LASTSEG IS POINTED TO BY LASTOFFSET. IN A DATA EVENT, CANOE IS PASSED THE ADDRESS OF FIRSTSEG, FIRSTOFFSET, AND THE NUMBER OF WORDS OF DATA. THUS, IF
FIRSTSEG IS NOT EQUAL TO LASTSEG, CANDE IS PASSED THE ENTIRE SEGMENT, AND FIRSTSEG AND FIRSTOFFSET ARE ADJUSTED TO POINT TO THE NEXT SEGMENT. IF FIRSTSEG EQUALS LASTSEG, CANDE IS PASSED ALL AVAILABLE INPUT (IE EVERYTHING BETWEEN FIRSTOFFSET AND LASTOFFSET) AND FIRSTOFFSET IS UPDATED. IF THERE IS NO DATA AVAILABLE, THE FLAG CANDEINPUTREADY IS SET.

WHEN HARRY HAS A MESSAGE FOR CANDE, HE CHECKS TO SEE IF IT WILL FIT INTO THE SPACE REMAINING IN LASTSEG. IF IT WON'T, HE SETS UP A NEW ARRAY BEFORE CONTINUING. HE THEN WRITES THE MESSAGE INTO LASTSEG AND, IF CANDEINPUTREADY IS ON, CALLS NOTIFYCANDE.

NOTIFYCANDE USES DCDISKIO TO WRITE FIRSTSEG ONTO DISK (POSSIBLY WRITING OVER A PREVIOUS VERSION OF THIS SEGMENT WHICH WAS NOT AS FULL) AND QUEUES UP A DATA EVENT. IN THIS WAY, CANDE WILL FIND THE DATA BOTH IN CORE AND ON DISK. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT SINCE A DISK I/O MUST BE DONE EVERYTIME CANDE REQUESTS DATA, FEWER I/Os ARE PERFORMED WHEN CANDE IS AT LEAST A FULL SEGMENT BEHIND LINE MAINTENANCE. HOWEVER, AS CANDE FALLS FURTHER BEHIND, MORE CORE IS USED TO HOLD CANDE'S TASKS.

WIN A FEW, LOSE A FEW.

MESSAGES FROM PAPER TAPE ARE STORED IN ONE OF TWO 30 WORD AREAS WHICH ARE PART OF A 65 WORD AREA GOTTEN FOR THE LINE WHEN THE TAPE COMMAND IS RECEIVED. THIS AREA IS SET UP AS FOLLOWS:

WORD = 1 1120 ADDRESS OF HEADER IN DIRECTORY
2127 BASE DISK ADDRESS OF CURRENT ROW
WORDS 0-31 FIRST 30 WORD BUFFER ARRAY, INCLUDING THE TWO
THE TWO BUFFER AREAS ARE USED ALTERNATELY IN MUCH THE SAME MANNER AS PING-PONG BUFFERS. WHEN, HARRY HAS A MESSAGE FROM A PAPER TAPE, HE FIRST CHECKS TO SEE IF IT WILL FIT INTO THE CURRENT SEGMENT. IF NOT, HE CALLS PAPERTAPEDISKIO WHICH GETS A NEW ROW IF NECESSARY, WRITES THE CURRENT SEGMENT ONTO DISK, SWITCHES THE AREAS AND THEN SLEEPS UNTIL ANY PREVIOUS I/O ON THE NEW AREA IS FINISHED. HARRY THEN CHANGES LASTSEG TO POINT TO THE CURRENT AREA AND LASTOFFSET TO THE OFFSET IN SEQARRY. WHEN HE IS THROUGH, HE RESETS LASTSEG AND LASTOFFSET AND UPDATES OFFSET.

WHEN HE RECEIVES THE SIGNAL INDICATING THE END OF PAPER TAPE INPUT, HE CALLS CALLITOFF, WHICH CALLS PAPERTAPEDISKIO TO WRITE THE REMAINING DATA ONTO DISK AND RESETS THE ADINFO AND SEQARRY ENTRIES FOR THE LINE, THEN, SINCE THE FLAGS ARE RESET, HARRY SENDS THE END OF PAPER TAPE MESSAGE ON TO CANOE, WHICH FURTHER PROCESSES THE DISK FILE BEFORE SENDING A NUMBER SIGN TO THE USER.

IF THE JOB IS CONNECTED TO A USER, HARRY WRITES THE MESSAGE INTO THE USERS TANK, AND CALLS BRINGBACK IF THE JOB WAS SWAPPED OUT TO WAIT FOR INPUT. IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, THERE IS ROOM FOR ONLY 3 MORE MESSAGES IN THE TANK, THE USER IS ASKED TO "PLEASE WAIT".

WHEN DETANKING OUTPUT FOR A GIVEN LINE, HARRY FIRST CHECKS TO SEE IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THE DISK TANKS, IF NOT, HE TAKES EVERYTHING IN
THE JOBS CORE TANKS. (NOTE THAT WHEN A JOB IS SWAPPED OUT ITS CORE TANK IS WRITTEN INTO ITS DISK TANK.) IF THERE IS DATA ON DISK, HE TAKES THE NEXT 56 CHARACTERS. FOR THIS PURPOSE, A POINTER IS KEPT WHICH POINTS TO THE NEXT 56 CHARACTER HUNK TO BE OUTPUT, HE THEN CALLS DWRITE, WHICH BREAKS THE MESSAGE INTO BUFFERS OF THE PROPER SIZE FOR THE LINE, STORES THEM IN SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS AND CALLS ENTERLINEQ.

THE PROCEDURES IN THE THIRD GROUP ARE:

- **COMM5** handles CANDES input request communicate.
- **COMM13** handles input requests from user programs.
- **TWXOUT** handles EVERYBODY's output.
- **OUTRAN980** formats output for 980 adapters.
- **CLEARTANK** called during a swap out to write the users output array into his disk tank.

COMM5 simply forgets old data arrays when CANDE is through with them and then calls NOTIFYCANDE. Interlocks between COMM5 and OLDWEIRDHArud are avoided by judiciously choosing where each procedure loses control so that one may run even while the other sleeps. COMM13 checks to see if there is anything in the users input tanks. If not, it calls SWAP to swap the job out. Otherwise it gets the next message from disk, and, if the user had been told to wait and his tank is now half empty, it calls TWXOUT to print the message "CONTINUE TYPING".

TWXOUT first checks TANKS [7:1] which is set when BREAK is typed. If it is on, TWXOUT exits which in effect throws away the output, then it checks the output tanks. If only nine segments are left and the
LINE IS CONNECTED TO A JOB ABOVE THE FENCE, SHAP IS CALLED. IF ONLY SIX SEGMENTS ARE LEFT, CANDE IS PASSED A SHUT-UP EVENT. IF THE TANK IS FULL, TWXOUT SLEEPS UNTIL THERE IS ROOM FOR THE MESSAGE.


DELETE

QUESTION MARKS, EXCLAMATION POINTS AND EOTS ARE ALL SIGNALS BY THE ABNORMAL FLAG IN THE I/O RESULT DESCRIPTOR FOR A READ, DCIOFINISH980 MUST, THEREFORE, SCAN THE BUFFER, IF THERE ARE NO EXCLAMATION POINTS (BCL ≥), THE BUFFER SIMPLY CONTAINS QUESTION MARKS, AND IS HANDLED IN THE USUAL WAY, IF THERE ARE EXCLAMATION POINTS, AN ACTIVE INTERROGATE MUST BE DONE TO FIND OUT IF IT WAS A DELETE OR AN EOT. IF THE BUFFER IS "NOT READY" IT IS AN EOT AND IS HANDLED LIKE A DISCONNECT AS DESCRIBED BELOW, OTHERWISE, IT IS A DELETE AND SO THE BUFFER OR BUFFERS IN THIS MESSAGE ARE FORGOTTEN AND THE "DEL" MESSAGE IS LINKED INTO
THE FRONT OF THE LINE QUEUE.

DIAL UP

ONE OF THE BITS IN THE ADINFO TABLE SPECIFIES WHETHER OR NOT A LINE IS DIALED-UP. THIS APPLIES TO LINES WHICH ARE DIRECTLY CONNECTED AS WELL AS TO THOSE WHICH ARE NOT. IF INPUT IS RECEIVED FROM A DIRECT LINE WHICH IS NOT MARKED AS DIALED-UP IT IS TREATED AS A NEW LINE. FOR THIS PURPOSE, A CHECK IS MADE DURING THE PROCESSING OF A READ READY INTERRUPT TO SEE IF THE LINE IS DIALED-UP. SIMILARLY, A WRITE READY ABNORMAL INTERRUPT, WHICH CAN BE EITHER A DIAL-IN OF A WRU, IS ASSUMED TO BE A DIAL-IN IF THE LINE IS NOT MARKED AS BEING DIALED-UP. IT IS THEREFORE GOOD PRACTICE TO INITIATE A DIRECT LINE WITH A WRU SO THAT IT WILL BE TREATED EXACTLY LIKE A DIAL-IN.

WHEN IT RECEIVES A DIAL-IN, DCIOFINISH980 ADDS A NEW LINE TO THE ANSWERING QUEUE, AND, IF IT HAS NOT BEEN STARTED ALREADY, HELLO IS FORKED. AN ENTRY IN THE ANSWERING QUEUE CONSIST OF ONE WORD PER LINE WHERE:

10:18 CONTAINS THE LOGICAL LINE NUMBER
18:30 CONTAINS THE TIME OF DIAL-UP (PLUS FOUR SECONDS FOR LINES NOT DIRECTLY CONNECTED)

THE QUEUE IS KEPT IN 5 WORD SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS, THE FIRST WORD OF AN AREA CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE NEXT AREA, IF THERE IS ONE, IN THE 33:15 FIELD. THE REMAINING FOUR WORDS ARE ENTRIES TO THE QUEUE. AFTER THE FOURTH ENTRY IN AN AREA IS PROCESSED, THE AREA IS FORGOTTEN.
NEW AREAS ARE OBTAINED WHEN A LINE DIALS-UP AND EITHER THERE ARE NO OTHER ENTRIES IN THE QUEUE OR THE FOURTH ENTRY OF THE PREVIOUS AREA HAS BEEN USED.

HELLO TAKES THE FIRST ENTRY IN THE QUEUE AND CHECKS TO SEE IF THE CURRENT TIME IS GREATER THAN THAT STORED IN THE ENTRY, IF THE LINE IS DIRECT, THIS IS ALWAYS THE CASE, BUT IF THE LINE REALLY DID DIAL-IN, IT MEANS THAT FOUR SECONDS HAVE ELAPSED WHICH PACIFIES ONE OF THE GLITCHES IN THE ADAPTER. IF THE CURRENT TIME IS NOT GREATER, HELLO SLEEPS UNTIL IT IS. IT THEN CALLS WRURESPONSE WHICH SENDS OUT THE SHARINGLINE AS DIALED-UP IN ADINFO AND IN THE FILE SYSTEM/DISK. AFTER ALL ENTRIES IN THE QUEUE ARE PROCESSED, IT CALLS KILL, LEAVING HARD-HEARTED CANOE TO HANDLE THE LOG-IN THROUGH THE USUAL I/O CHANNELS.

BREAK, WRU, EOT AND DISCONNECT

THE OCCURRENCE OF A BREAK, WRU, EOT OR DISCONNECT IS SIGNALED BY AN INTERRUPT AND THEREFORE IS RECOGNIZED BY DCIOFINISH980, WHICH QUEUES THE APPROPRIATE EVENT FOR CANOE, BLOCKS FURTHER OUTPUT TO THE LINE BY SETTING THE PAPERTAPE FLAG, FORKS THE PROCEDURE QUITTER, THROWS AWAY ANY INPUT NOT YET ADDED TO THE WORKER QUEUE, DELINKS THE LINE FROM THE READY QUEUE AND THROWS AWAY THE LINE QUEUE, AND FINALLY CALLS NEXTDCIO. IN ADDITION, IF A WRU IS BEING PROCESSED, WRURESPONSE IS CALLED, IF A DISCONNECT, I.E. DISCONNECT OR EOT, IS BEING PROCESSED, THE DIALEDUP AND CANDETHRU FLAGS ARE TURNED OFF, THE DISCONNECT BIT IN TANKS IS TURNED ON, AND THE MESSAGE "BYE••••" IS ADDED TO THE WORKER QUEUE TO MARK THE SPOT AT WHICH THE DISCONNECT OCCURRED.
WHEN QUITTER GETS CONTROL AFTER A WRU OR A DISCONNECT, IT TERMINATES THE JOB TO WHICH THE LINE IS ATTACHED IF IT CAN BE DS-ED. AFTER A BREAK OR IF THE JOB IS NOT DS-ABLE, QUITTER SETS THE 7:1 BIT IN TANKS TO STOP OUTPUT, CLEAR THE INPUT TANK BY RESETING INPUTANK AND, IF THE JOB WAS SWAPPED OUT TO WAIT FOR INPUT OR FOR THE OUTPUT TANKS TO CLEAR, IT IS BROUGHT BACK AND ALLOWED TO RUN. THEN, IN ALL CASES, IF OUTPUT IS BEING TANKED, THE LINE IS DELINKED FROM THE DETANKING QUEUE, THE TANKS ARE FORGOTTEN BY RESETING TANKS, AND, IF IT IS A BREAK OR WRU AND CANDE HAD BEEN PASSED A SHUT-UP EVENT, IT IS NOW TOLD TO GO AHEAD. (ON DISCONNECT, QUITTER SLEEPS UNTIL CANDE SETS THE CANDETHRU FLAG BEFORE PROCESSING THE OUTPUT TANKS.) NEXT QUITTER RESETS PAPERTAPE AND, FOR A BREAK OR WRU SENDS CANDE A LINE CLEAR EVENT WHEREAS ON A DISCONNECT IT UPDATES SYSTEM/DISK, QUITTER THEN QUILTS VIA KILL.

SYSTEM/DISK, AND HALT/LOAD RECOVERY

THE FILE SYSTEM/DISK CURRENTLY CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR EACH LINE ON THE SYSTEM:

WORD 0 ADINFO TABLE ENTRY FOR THE LINE
WORD 1 USER-CODE IF LOGGED-ON, 0 IF NOT
WORD 2 TIME OF LAST ACTIVITY
WORD 3 LENGTH OF TIME BEFORE AUTOMATIC DISCONNECT.

THE FILE IS INITIALIZED BY THE PROGRAM SYSDISK/MAKER, WHICH READS IN THE INFORMATION FOR THE ADINFO ENTRIES AND ESTABLISHES THE BLOCKING FOR THE FILE. I/O TO AND FROM SYSTEM/DISK IS HANDLED BY THE ROUTINE SYSDISKIO, WHICH ENSURES THAT THE FILE IS ACCESSED BY ONLY ONE PROCEDURE AT A TIME AND ALSO, IF POSSIBLE, USES THE BLOCKING TO MINIMIZE THE NUMBER OF I/O-S PERFORMED.

WORDS 2 AND 3 ARE USED DURING NORMAL SYSTEM OPERATION TO CAUSE AN AUTOMATIC DISCONNECT ON LINES WHICH HAVE BEEN IDLE AN EXCESSIVE LENGTH OF TIME, CURRENTLY 1 MINUTE DURING LOG-ON AND AFTER A LOG-OFF AND 10 MINUTES OTHERWISE. THIS TIME IS SET BY CANDE AND STORED IN WORD 3. THERE IS ALSO A BIT IN THE MCP WHICH IS SET WHENEVER AN ACTIVITY OCCURS FOR THE LINE, FOR INSTANCE, AN I/O OR A SWAP. WHEN A TIMER INTERRUPT OCCURS, IF THE BIT IS ON, THE TIME IS STORED IN WORD 2. IF THE BIT IS OFF, AND THE TIME SINCE THE LAST ACTIVITY IS GREATER THAN THAT IN WORD 3, AN AUTOMATIC DISCONNECT OF THE USER IS INITIATED.

AFTER A HALT/LOAD, INITIALIZE CALLS SPREADTHEWORD WHICH USES SYSTEM/
DISK TO UPDATE ADINFO AND TO SEND THE "PLOP" MESSAGE TO ALL LINES DIALED-UP. THIS IS ALL THAT CAN BE DONE WITHOUT CANDE. THE REST OF HALT/LOAD RECOVERY IS CONCERNED WITH RECOVERING FROM THE LOSS OF CANDE AND THEREFORE APPLIES WHENEVER THE CE MESSAGE IS TYPED.

AFTER A CE MESSAGE, THE PROCEDURE STARTCANDY IS CALLED. IF THERE ARE NO TANKS STARTCANDY GETS DISK SPACE FOR A CHUNK, AND, IN ALL CASES QUEUES A TANK CHUNK EVENT, IF THE TANKS EXISTED PRIOR TO THE HALT/LOAD, CANDE CAN FIND OUT WHERE THE CHUNKS WERE FROM THIS EVENT. THEN, FOR EACH LINE WHICH WAS LOGGED-ON, STARTCANDY QUEUES UP A RESTART EVENT.

A RESTART EVENT IS PROCESSED LIKE A STANDARD DIAL-IN, IF A RESTART COMMAND IS ENTERED CANDE ASKS FOR THE OLD LINE NUMBER WHICH IS USED TO FIND THE FILES WHICH MAKE UP THE WORK FILE. IF THE OLD LINE NUMBER AND NEW LINE NUMBER ARE DIFFERENT, THE NAMES OF THE FILES ARE CHANGED TO REFLECT THE NEW LINE NUMBER. THE FILE 1P <LOGICAL LINE NUMBER> /< USER CODE> (SEE "THE WORK FILE") IS SEARCHED TO FIND THE END OF THE POINTERS, WHICH IS MARKED BY AN ENTRY OF 10E8. FOLLOWING THIS ARE AN ADDITIONAL 30 WORDS OF INFORMATION CONCERNING THE USER. CANDE USES THESE TO RESET ITS INTERNAL PARAMETERS AND TO TELL THE USER THE SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE LAST LINE WHICH WAS SAVED. SINCE THE POINTERS AND THE OTHER INFORMATION ARE WRITTEN INTO THE FILE EVERY 10 LINES, AT MOST 10 LINES OF INPUT CAN BE LOST ON A HALT/LOAD.
MOVING THE FENCE

WHEN AN MF MESSAGE IS TYPED, THE PROCEDURE FENCEMOVER IS CALLED. IF NECESSARY IT ROUNDS THE VALUE ENTERED FOR THE FENCE UP SO THAT THERE WILL BE AN INTEGRAL NUMBER OF CHUNKS ABOVE THE FENCE. THEN, IF THE RESULTANT VALUE IS IN THE RANGE FROM 8184 TO 28644, THE VALUE IS WRITTEN ONTO DISK AT DIRECTORYTOP+19. IF THE VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE, AN INV KBD MESSAGE IS OUTPUT.

AFTER A HALT/LOAD, THE PROCEDURE INITIALIZE COMPARES DIRECTORYTOP+19 TO THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF THE FENCE. IF THEY ARE DIFFERENT AND DIRECTORYTOP+19 IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO, THE VALUE OF FENCE IS CHANGED, BOTH IN CORE AND ON MCP DISK, INITIALIZE IS THEN RESTARTED WITH THE NEW FENCE VALUE.
OPERATION OF CANDE

THE COMMAND AND EDIT LANGUAGE PROCESSOR, CANDE/TSHarer, is an independent normal state program which runs below the fence. It is started during initialization and continues to run indefinitely thereafter.

Since CANDE is a normal state program, it must get information about the status of jobs and lines from the MCP. This is done in the form of events, which are queued by the MCP in the order of their occurrence and are passed to CANDE when it requests one via a communicate. An event is a five word array. The first word contains the logical line number to which the event belongs and the type of event. The remaining words are used to pass additional information as required by the different event types. The possible events are listed in Table 1.

In addition, the MCP collects input from the users in tanks and then adds a data event to the queue when CANDE asks for data, thus, CANDE can control both the rate at which it receives information and the rate at which it receives new data. This allows it to process each event to completion and also to process one line of input as far as possible before starting on another.

When CANDE receives a data event, which may contain many messages, it stores it and continues to process the event queue. When the event queue is exhausted, CANDE processes the first message in the data event by generating a pseudo data event containing only that message. When the queue is again empty, it processes the next message, continuing
IN THIS FASHION UNTIL IT HAS PROCESSED ALL THE MESSAGES IN THE DATA EVENT, AT WHICH TIME IT ASKS THAT A NEW DATA EVENT BE ADDED TO THE QUEUE AND THEN GETS THE NEXT EVENT FROM THE QUEUE, THUS, SINCE CANDE CONTROLS THE ADDITION OF DATA EVENTS TO THE EVENT QUEUE AND CAN THEREFORE POSTPONE THE PROCESSING OF NEW DATA UNTIL THE EVENT QUEUE IS EMPTY, EVENTS RESULTING FROM COMMANDS IN PROCESS ARE, IN EFFECT, GIVEN PRIORITY OVER NEW COMMANDS. THIS ENSURES A SMOOTH FLOW OF INFORMATION THROUGH THE SYSTEM.

THE MAIN BODY OF CANDE CONSISTS OF A NON-TERMINATING LOOP WHICH REQUESTS DATA WHEN IT IS NEEDED, GETS AN EVENT AND THEN CALLS HANDLETHISLINE. HANDLETHISLINE TRANSFERS CONTROL TO THE APPROPRIATE ROUTINES THROUGH A CASE STATEMENT IN WHICH EACH STATEMENT IS A PROCEDURE STATEMENT. CALLS TO PROCEDURES WHICH HANDLE EVENTS ARE POSITIONED SO THAT THE NUMBER OF A PROCEDURE STATEMENT WITHIN THE CASE STATEMENT IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF THE EVENT WHICH THE PROCEDURE HANDLES. PROCEDURES WHICH ARE NOT DIRECTLY ASSOCIATED WITH AN EVENT, SUCH AS THOSE TO HANDLE SPECIFIC COMMANDS, ARE PLACED AFTER THE PROCEDURES TO HANDLE EVENTS, NEARLY ALL TRANSFERS OF CONTROL FROM ONE PROCEDURE TO ANOTHER ARE DONE USING THIS CASE STATEMENT.

THE PROCESSING OF ONE EVENT OFTEN INVOLVES SEVERAL STEPS AND MAY LEAD TO FURTHER EVENTS, FOR INSTANCE, A COMMAND IS PASSED TO CANDE AS A DATA EVENT AND MUST BE IDENTIFIED BEFORE IT CAN BE PROCESSED. PROCESSING MAY REQUIRE SEVERAL PROCEDURES AND IT MAY INVOLVE WAITING WHILE SOMETHING, SUCH AS A COMPILE, IS DONE ELSEWHERE. FOR INSTANCE, THE PROCEDURE TO HANDLE A RUN COMMAND HAS TO WAIT WHILE THE PROGRAM IS
EXECUTED AND THEN MUST REGAIN CONTROL WHEN AN END-OF-JOB EVENT OCCURS. HANDLETHIS LINE MUST THEREFORE BE ABLE TO CALL THE APPROPRIATE PROCEDURES AND, WHEN THEY OCCUR, TO RECOGNIZE EVENTS FOR WHICH SOMEONE IS WAITING.

TO DO THIS, FOR EACH LINE CONNECTED TO THE SYSTEM THERE IS AN ARRAY WHICH IS USED AS A STACK FOR THAT LINE. THE VARIOUS PROCEDURES USE IT FOR SCRATCH AND TO PASS PARAMETERS. IT IS ALSO USED TO STORE CONTROL WORDS INFORMATION NEEDED TO START OR RESTART THAT PROCEDURE. (SEE TABLE 2). IN ADDITION, WHEN A PROCEDURE GIVES UP CONTROL, IT USES THREE VARIABLES TO INDICATE WHAT FURTHER PROCESSING, IF ANY, IS REQUIRED.

IAM INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT THE PROCEDURE WISHES TO REGAIN CONTROL.

WANT SPECIFIES WHICH OTHER PROCEDURE, IF ANY, SHOULD GET CONTROL NEXT

GIVEN TO THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED BY WANT OR RETURNED TO THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED IN IAM.

WHEN WAITFOR IS NON-ZERO, IT IS STORED AND HANDLETHIS LINE IS EXITED SO THAT ANOTHER EVENT CAN BE PROCESSED. THEN, WHEN THE EVENT SPECIFIED BY WAITFOR OCCURS, CONTROL IS TRANSFERRED TO THE MOST RECENT RCW. THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF IAM, WANT AND WAITFOR ARE LISTED IN TABLE 3.

WHEN AN EVENT WHICH IS NOT THE RESULT OF SOME PREVIOUS EVENT OCCURS, SUCH AS A DIAL-UP OR A DATA EVENT, AN RCW FOR THE FINISHED PROCEDURE IS STORED IN THE STACK ARRAY AT ITS HIGHEST LOCATION. THEREAFTER, ANY FURTHER RCW'S ARE STORED BELOW THE PREVIOUS RCW, THE VARIABLE PREVRCW
ALWAYS POINTS TO THE RCW MOST RECENTLY ADDED TO THE STACK.

THE LOWER PART OF THE STACK IS USED FOR SCRATCH AND FOR PARAMETERS. WHEN A NEW PROCEDURE IS GIVEN CONTROL BY HANDLETHISLINES, THE VARIABLE, BASE, IS SET TO POINT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE SCRATCH LOCATION IN THE STACK, THE PROCEDURE THEN USES THE VARIABLE SREG TO POINT TO THE LOCATION IT IS CURRENTLY USING, BASE IS CHANGED ONLY WHEN CONTROL IS TRANSFERRED FROM ONE PROCEDURE TO ANOTHER. THE SPACE IMMEDIATELY ABOVE THE BASE IS USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE BY THE PROCEDURE AND THE NUMBER OF WORDS USED IS STORED IN TEMP, ABOVE ITS TEMPORARY STORAGE, THE PROCEDURE STORES ANY PARAMETERS THAT NEED TO BE PASSED TO THE NEXT PROCEDURE AND PLACES THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN PARAM, BEFORE ANOTHER PROCEDURE IS GIVEN CONTROL, PARAM IS ALSO STORED AT THE NEW BASE.
TABLE 1. EVENTS

For all events, the relevant parts of word 0 are:

1847  EVENT NUMBER
2548  LOGICAL LINE NUMBER

The contents of the remaining words in the various events are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>WORD CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 DIAL-UP</td>
<td>1-4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BREAK</td>
<td>1-4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 WHO ARE YOU</td>
<td>1-4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 LINE CLEAR AFTER</td>
<td>1-4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BREAK OR WRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 DISK CHUNK</td>
<td>1 DISK ADDRESS OF CHUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 DISK ADDRESS OF MESSAGE/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 ADDRESS OF HEADER OF TANK FILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 DISK ADDRESS OF USERS/CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Disconnect</td>
<td>1-4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DATA EVENT</td>
<td>1 FIRSTOFFSET, I.E. RELATIVE ADDRESS IN SEGMENT OF FIRST WORD OF DATA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 NUMBER OF WORDS OF DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 RELATIVE DISK ADDRESSES OF SEGMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 NOT USED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 NOT USED
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9 HALT/LOAD RECOVERY
  1 USER CODE
  2-4 NOT USED

10 SHUT-UP
  1 NUMBER OF EVENT TO WAIT FOR BEFORE CONTINUING (USUALLY ALSO 10 IN WHICH CASE THIS WORD IS 0 FOR THE CONTINUE EVENT.)
  2-4 NOT USED

11 NOT USED

12 NOT USED

13 NOT USED

14 MCP MESSAGE
  1 MESSAGE TYPE (SEE BELOW)
  2-4 NOT USED

15 PSUEDO DATA EVENT
   FOR ? MESSAGE
   1 =0 IF THIS MESSAGE CONSISTS SOLELY OF A QUESTION MARK.
   #0 IF THIS IS A MESSAGE DIRECTED TO CANDE (E.G. STATUS), IN WHICH CASE WORDS 1-4 ARE THE SAME AS FOR A DATA EVENT
   2-4 SEE THE DESCRIPTION OF WORD 1

16 PSUEDO DATA EVENT
   1-4 SAME AS FOR A DATA EVENT

* DISK I/O COMPLETE
   1-4 NOT USED

* THIS EVENT MAY HAVE ANY EVENT NUMBER BUT USUALLY HAS THE NUMBER OF THE PROCEDURE WHICH INITIATED THE I/O IF IT WAS A READ OR A 13, WHICH IS DISCARDED, IF IT WAS A WRITE.

THE MCP MESSAGE TYPES ARE:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>EDJ - SYNTAX ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EDJ - OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EDJ - DS=ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DS MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BOJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LIB. MAINT. IGNORED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FILE REMOVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FILE-NAME CHANGED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SECURED FILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ZIP ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FILE NOT ON DISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NOT AN OBJECT CODE FILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIT</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>OFF marks this word as an operand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Bits 1-2 contain a 2 to mark the word as an RCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>Bits 3-10 contain the value of SREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-17</td>
<td>Bits 11-17 contain the value of PARAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Bits 18-24 contain the value of TEMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-32</td>
<td>Bits 25-32 contain the value of BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-39</td>
<td>Bits 33-39 contain the procedure's case number,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>used to tell it where to restart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-47</td>
<td>Bits 40-47 specify the procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** If the procedure has never had control, SREG, PARAM, and TEMP are equal to zero.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAM</th>
<th>WANT</th>
<th>WAITFOR</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>GIVE CONTROL TO THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED IN THE FIRST RCW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CALL THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED BY WANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>STORE AN RCW FOR THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED BY WANT, SAVE WAITFOR AND EXIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>STORE AN RCW FOR IAM, THEN TRANSFER TO WANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>#0</td>
<td>STORE AN RCW FOR IAM, STORE AN RCW FOR WANT, SAVE WAITFOR AND EXIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN EXAMPLE OF THE COMPLEXITY INVOLVED IN PROCESSING A RELATIVELY SIMPLE COMMAND IS THE LIST COMMAND WHEN USED TO LIST THE WORK FILE. (SEE FIG. 1.) A LIST COMMAND IS RECEIVED AS A DATA EVENT, WHICH IS STORED UNTIL ALL OTHER EVENTS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED, THEN, AN RCW IS STORED FOR THE FINISHED ROUTINE. THIS WILL ENSURE THAT THINGS ARE PROPERLY WRAPPED UP AFTER ALL PROCESSING IS FINISHED. CONTROL IS THEN GIVEN TO INPUT WHICH IDENTIFIES THE COMMAND, STORES THE COMMAND AND ITS PARAMETERS IN THE STACK, AND THEN CALLS FOR PROCEDURE LISTIT BY SETTING WANT=33 AND IAM AND WAITFOR EQUAL TO ZERO.

LISTIT ANALYZES THE PARAMETERS AND THEN ARRANGES FOR CLOSEWORKTABLE TO BE CALLED, AND AFTER THAT, FOR DISPATCH TO BE CALLED. IT DOES THIS BY SETTING IAM=17, FOR DISPATCH, AND WANT=25, FOR CLOSEWORKTABLE. AN RCW IS STORED FOR DISPATCH AND CONTROL GOES TO CLOSEWORKTABLE, WHICH CLOSES THE WORK TABLE AS DESCRIBED LATER UNDER THE HEADING "WORK FILE." TO DO THIS, IT MAY HAVE TO READ DATA FROM DISK, WHICH IT DOES BY CALLING DISKREAD WITH IAM=25 SO THAT IT GETS CONTROL BACK.

DISKREAD USES 31 WORDS OF TEMPORARY STORAGE INTO WHICH IT READS A SEGMENT. IT THEN STORES IT IN ANOTHER ARRAY AND EXITS WITH IAM, WANT AND WAITFOR EQUAL TO ZERO. CONTROL IS THEREFORE GIVEN TO THE PROCEDURE SPECIFIED IN THE MOST RECENT RCW, WHICH IN THIS CASE IS CLOSEWORKTABLE. THE BASE IS RESET TO THE VALUE IN THE RCW, SO THAT THE STACK ALWAYS LOOKS THE SAME BEFORE AND AFTER A PROCEDURE TEMPORARILY LOSES CONTROL. CLOSEWORKTABLE FINISHES UP AND EXITS WITH IAM, WANT AND WAITFOR EQUAL TO ZERO. CONTROL IS GIVEN TO DISPATCH DUE TO THE RCW STORED WHEN LISTIT WAS EXITED, DISPATCH CAUSES THE LIST PROGRAM TO BE STARTED.
ABOVE THE FENCE AND THEN EXITS WITH IAM EQUAL TO 0 AND WANT AND WAITFOR 
EQUAL TO 14, WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF AN MCP MESSAGE EVENT.

SINCE IT IS NECESSARY TO WAIT, AN RCW IS STORED FOR MCPMSG AND CANDE 
GOES ON TO PROCESS OTHER EVENTS. WHEN IT RECEIVES AN MCP-MESSAGE EVENT 
FOR THIS LINE, HANDLETHISLINE WILL TRANSFER TO MCPMSG ON THE BASIS 
OF THE RCW. THE FIRST MESSAGE WILL BE A BOJ, SO MCPMSG CONTINUES TO 
WAIT BY EXITING WITH IAM AND WAITFOR EQUAL TO 14. AFTER THE EOJ MESSAGE, 
IT EXITS WITH ALL THREE VARIABLES EQUAL TO 0, THIS WILL NOW CAUSE 
FINISHED TO BE CALLED WHICH WILL CAUSE AN EXIT.
THE WORK FILE

IF, WHEN PROCESSING A DATA EVENT, CANDE FINDS THAT THE MESSAGE BEGINS WITH A SEQUENCE NUMBER OR IS A FIX COMMAND, IT BUILDS A POINTER TO THE DISK TANK ADDRESS OF THE MESSAGE. (THE ADDRESS IS RELATIVE TO THE BASE ADDRESS OF A CHUNK, WHICH IS PASSED TO CANDE IN A NEW-DISK-CHUNK EVENT.) THE FORMAT OF THE POINTER IS:

1:2  FLAG FOR ENTRY TYPE. THIS FIELD
     =1 IF THE MESSAGE IS OF THE FORM <SEQUENCE-NUMBER>,
     =2 IF IT IS A NORMAL ENTRY TO THE WORK FILE,
     =3 IF IT IS A FIX COMMAND.

4:12  DISKLOC, IN WHICH
      4:14 IS THE CHUNK NUMBER
      8:18 IS THE RELATIVE SEGMENT

16:15  D_OFFSET, SPECIFIES THE WORD IN THE SEGMENT AT WHICH THE MESSAGE STARTS.

21:17  SEQUENCE NUMBER IN BINARY.

THE POINTERS ARE ACCUMULATED IN CORE UNTIL THERE ARE 10 OF THEM, AT WHICH TIME THEY ARE WRITTEN INTO THE FILE.

1P<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE>.

THIS FILE, WHICH IS BLOCKED (10,30), IS OPENED FOR EACH USER WHEN HE LOGS IN. NOTE THAT SINCE NO MORE THAN 10 POINTERS ARE IN CORE AT ONE TIME, A USER CAN LOSE AT MOST 10 RECORDS DURING A HALT/LOAD.

WHEN A COMMAND AFFECTING THE WORK FILE IS ISSUED, THE WORK FILE IS
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SORTED AND UPDATED, FIX COMMANDS ARE PROCESSED AND, IN THE CASE OF RECORDS WITH DUPLICATED SEQUENCE NUMBERS, ONLY THE MOST RECENTLY ENTERED IS RETAINED. SEQUENCE NUMBERS AND LEADING BLANKS ARE STRIPPED FROM THE FRONT OF THE RECORD, IF NECESSARY, PRECEDING ZEROES ARE ADDED TO SEQUENCE NUMBERS TO MAKE THEM EIGHT DIGITS LONG, AND THEN THEY ARE STORED IN CHARACTER POSITIONS 73-80. ENOUGH BLANKS ARE ADDED TO THE END OF THE MESSAGE TO MAKE IT 72 CHARACTERS LONG. THE RESULTING RECORD CONSISTS OF 10 WORDS WHERE

WORDS 0-8 CONTAIN THE ALPHANUMERIC MESSAGE

WORD 9 CONTAINS THE ALPHANUMERIC SEQUENCE NUMBER

THE SORTED, UPDATED RECORDS ARE STORED IN FILE

1S<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE>

POINTERS TO THE NEW SOURCE FILE ARE STORED IN THE FILE

1T<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE>


THUS, THE WORK FILE CONSISTS OF FOUR PARTS:
MESSAGES IN THE DISK INPUT TANKS.

1) THE FILE 1P<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE> WHICH CONTAINS POINTERS TO THE MESSAGES IN THE TANKS.

3) THE SORTED, UPDATED SOURCE FILE.

4) THE FILE 1T<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE> WHICH CONTAINS POINTERS TO THE SOURCE FILE.

Ordinarily, the source file is 1S<LOGICAL-LINE-NUMBER>/<USER-CODE> but after a load command the file specified in the command is used as the source and the pointers point to it.

The work file is sorted and updated by programs which run above the fence, this frees canoe to service other users and also ensures that anytime a user requires a significant amount of processing, he shares time and core with other users through the swapping mechanism. The verbs which cause these programs to be run above the fence are load, list, copy, reseq, append, merge, delete and, if the work file is not sorted when the command is issued, save.

To free canoe even further from the menial chores of file handling, all of its file operations are done by the MCP. Using communicates, canoe tells the MCP to open and close files, to perform reads and writes and to check the existence and security status of files. It passes such necessary information as file names, disk and core addresses and the number of the procedure requiring the file operation. When the operation is finished, the MCP queues an event which it identifies by the procedure number which was passed to it in the communicate. This event tells canoe that that procedure can continue its processing. In this way, canoe can process other events while I/O operations are being performed for it.
THE NEGATIVE COMMUNICATES

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE NEGATIVE COMMUNICATES, WHICH HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE MCP FOR TIME SHARING. OF THESE, ONLY -11 AND -13 ARE NOT USED BY CANDE. FOR THOSE COMMUNICATES WHICH SIMPLY PROVIDE ACCESS TO MCP PROCEDURES, THE PROCEDURE IDENTIFIER IS LISTED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATE</th>
<th>USE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>CANDE'S DISK I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REQUEST FOR NEXT EVENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>GETESPDISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>FORGETESPDISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>DATA EVENT REQUEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>GETUSERDISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>FORGETUSERDISK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8</td>
<td>DISKWAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>CONTROL CARDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>USER CODES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-11</td>
<td>TWXOUT FOR USER PROGRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>TWXOUT FOR CANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-13</td>
<td>USER PROGRAMS INPUT REQUEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-14</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>FILE CREATION, SECURITY MAINTENANCE, LOG-ONS, LOG-OFFS, LIBRARY MAINTENANCE AND PAPER TAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16</td>
<td>DISCONNECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17</td>
<td>CHARGE CODES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHEN A PROCEDURE IN CANOE NEEDS TO PERFORM A COMMUNICATE, IT CALLS
ANOTHER PROCEDURE CONSISTING ONLY OF THE COMMUNICATE STATEMENT AND
PASSES IT A LIST OF PARAMETERS. THUS, WHEN SHORTCOMMUNICATES GETS
CONTROL TO PROCESS THE COMMUNICATE, THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE IN THE
STACK:

- MARK STACK CONTROL WORD
- PARAMETERS
- RETURN CONTROL WORD
- INTERRUPT RETURN CONTROL WORD
- INTERRUPT CONTROL WORD
- MARK STACK CONTROL WORD
- RETURN CONTROL WORD

FROM THE CALL ON THE COMMUNICATE
PROCEDURE
FROM THE INTERRUPT GENERATED BY
THE COM OPERATOR
FROM THE CALL ON SHORTCOMMUNICATES

SHORTCOMMUNICATES USES F-RELATIVE ADDRESSING TO ACCESS THE PARAMETERS,
IT PROCESSES THE -10, -14, AND -16 COMMUNICATES ITSELF AND CALLS OTHER
PROCEDURES FOR THE OTHER COMMUNICATES.

THE ACTIONS PERFORMED BY THE -10, -14, -16 AND -17 COMMUNICATES ARE
RELATIVELY SIMPLE. A -10 COMMUNICATE JUST STORES THE USER CODE IN
USERCODE. A -14 IS USED TO PASS THE INFORMATION FOR AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING
TO SEQARRAY. A -16 RESULTS IN CAN9ETHRU BEING SET TO ONE, THE VALUE
OF WHICH IS EXPLAINED IN THE DESCRIPTION OF DISCONNECTS. A -17 SIMPLY
SPOUTS A CHANGE OF CHARGE CODE MESSAGE, WHICH IS ENTERED IN THE LOG.
THE -5 AND -13 COMMUNICATES ARE HANDLED BY COMM5 AND COMM13 RESPECTIVELY
WHICH ARE EXPLAINED IN THE DISCUSSION OF LINE MAINTENANCE.

A -1 COMMUNICATE IS HANDLED BY COMM1, WHICH DOES DISK READS AND WRITES
FOR CANOE. IN ADDITION TO THE CORE AND DISK ADDRESSES, THE SIZE AND
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A READ/WRITE FLAG, CANDE ALSO PASSES COMM1 THE LOGICAL LINE NUMBER AND A "REASON", I.E. THE NUMBER OF THE CANDE PROCEDURE DOING THE I/O. THIS ALLOWS THE MCP TO PASS CANDE AN I/O COMPLETE EVENT WITH THAT NUMBER SO THAT THE PROCEDURE MAY PROCEED.

COMM1 GETS AN AREA FOR THE EVENT, PUTS THE REASON AND LINE NUMBER IN WORD 0, ARRANGES TO HAVE THE I/O RESULT DESCRIPTOR IN WORD 1, CALLS DISKIO, SNEAKILY FLAGGING IT AS A CANDE I/O, AND RETURNS. WHEN THE I/O IS COMPLETE, THE EQUALY DEVIOUS I0FINISH PROCEDURE RECOGNIZES THIS AS A CANDE I/O AND QUEUES UP THE EVENT.

A -2 COMMUNICATE, WHICH IS CANDES WAY OF ASKING FOR ANOTHER EVENT, IS HANDLED BY COMM2. EVENTS ARE KEPT IN SEGMENTED SAVE AREAS AND ARE LINKED BY THE FIRST WORD OF THE AREA, WHICH HAS THE FORMAT.

| 1:1 | OCCUPIED BIT |
| 2:2 | SIZE CODE |
| 18:7 | EVENT NUMBER, I.E. THE REASON |
| 25:8 | LOGICAL LINE NUMBER |
| 33:15 | ADDRESS OF NEXT EVENT IN THE QUEUE |

THE HEAD AND TAIL OF THE EVENT QUEUE ARE KEPT IN EVENT.

COMM2 FORGETS THE AREA FOR THE PREVIOUS EVENT AND THEN CHECKS THE EVENT QUEUE. IF THERE ARE NO EVENTS, IT EITHER RETURNS OR SLEEPS, DEPENDING ON WHETHER OR NOT CANDE INDICATED THAT IT NEEDED TO WAIT FOR AN EVENT. IF THERE IS AN EVENT, OR AFTER WAITING, THE NEXT EVENT AND THE CURRENT TIME ARE GIVEN TO CANDE.
CANOE uses a -9 communicate to pass the MCP control cards, which it uses for such things as initiating jobs above the fence and library maintenance. COMM9 simply forks CONTROLCARD and gives it the information CANOE also passes the reason which it wants used on the MCP message events which result from the processing of the control card. Since the reason is always the same, there is no need to go into the details of how this is done. Besides, it would spoil the readers fun.

A -15 communicate is used by CANOE for nine different things:

1) To perform a directory search for a file and a security check on the user who wishes to access it.
2) To create a file.
3) To record log-ons and log-offs.
4) To remove a file.
5) To replace a current file by a new file.
6) To change the name of a file.
7) To start a job.
8) To start a paper tape.

The information passed to COMM15 includes a flag specifying which type of communicate this is, the user code, file-names, the logical line number, and a reason to be used in the return event. This information is stored in a segmented save area which is added to the INDIAN queue. The first word of this area contains a link to the next entry in the queue in 33:15, and the reason and line number in 18:15. Thus, the same area can be used for the answering event, the head and
TAIL OF THE INDIAN QUEUE ARE KEPT IN INDIAN.

THE QUEUE IS PROCESSED BY INDIANBOY, WHICH, IF IT IS NOT ALREADY RUNNING OR IN THE FORK QUEUE, IS ADDED TO THE FORK QUEUE WHENEVER SOMETHING IS ADDED TO THE INDIAN QUEUE, FOR AN ENTRY OF THE FIRST TYPE, IE TYPE 0, HE JUST CALLS DIRECTORYSEARCH AND, IF THE FILE IS THERE, SECURITYCHECK. THE RETURN EVENT HAS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

WORD 1 PROTECT CODE, SAME AS ALGOL SEARCH STATEMENT.

WORD 2 11 INTERLOCK
18:15 HEADER ADDRESS
36:16 FILE TYPE
42:16 OPEN COUNT.

WORD 3 EOF COUNT.

WORD 4 DISK ADDRESS OF FIRST RECORD.

IF THE SPECIFIED FILE DOES NOT EXIST, WORD 1 CONTAINS A -1 AND THE REMAINING WORDS ARE UNDEFINED.

FOR THE SECOND TYPE, INDIANBOY SETS UP THE FILE HEADER AND DOES A DIRECTORYSEARCH TO SEE IF THERE IS ALREADY A FILE BY THAT NAME, IN WHICH CASE HE REMOVES IT. HE THEN CALLS ENTERUSERFILE TO ENTER THE FILE IN THE DIRECTORY AND PASSES BACK TO CANOE AN EVENT CONTAINING THE DISK ADDRESS OF THE FILE IN WORD 1 AND THE ADDRESS OF THE HEADER IN WORD 2.

FOR THE THIRD TYPE, INDIANBOY SIMPLY MAKES THE NECESSARY CHANGES IN SYSTEM/DISK AND SPOUTS THE APPROPRIATE MESSAGE.
CANOE USES TYPES 3, 4 AND 5 FOR LIBRARY MAINTENANCE. TO REMOVE A FILE (TYPE 3) INDIANBOY CALLS DIRECTORYSEARCH. TO REPLACE A FILE (TYPE 4) HE USES DIRECTORYSEARCH TO REMOVE THE OLD FILE (IF PRESENT) AND THEN TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE NEW FILE TO THAT OF THE OLD FILE. THIS IS USED FOR SUCH THINGS AS SAVE COMMANDS, WHICH REQUIRE THAT THE CURRENT DISK FILE BE REPLACED BY THE CURRENT WORK FILE. A CHANGE OF NAME (TYPE 5) IS AGAIN DONE USING DIRECTORYSEARCH. AFTER COMPLETING ONE OF THESE OPERATIONS, INDIANBOY QUEUES AN EVENT USING THE MCP MESSAGE CODES 5, 6 AND 7 (SEE TABLE 1) TO INDICATE THE RESULTS.

TO START A JOB FOR CANOE (TYPE 6), INDIANBOY CHECKS TO SEE IF THE FILE IS THERE, IF IT IS OBJECT CODE, AND IF THE USER CAN ACCESS IT UNDER THE FILE SECURITY SYSTEM. IF THE JOB FAILS ANY OF THESE TESTS, AN APPROPRIATE MCP MESSAGE EVENT IS QUEUED, OTHERWISE THE JOB IS ADDED TO THE SCHEDULE AND SELECTRUN IS FORKED.

FOR TYPE 7, INDIANBOY IS PASSED THE WORDS TO BE USED IN WORDS 2, 5 AND 6 OF THE FILE HEADER. IF THE FILE IS PRESENT, HE SIMPLY MAKES THE INDICATED CHANGES IN THE HEADER. IF THE REQUESTOR IS CANOE HE QUEUES UP EITHER AN IGNORED EVENT (MCP MESSAGE #5) OR A CHANGED EVENT (#6) WHEN HE IS FINISHED.

FOR TYPE 8, INDIANBOY INITIALIZES SEQARRAY AND THEN CREATES THE FILE FOR TANKING AS HE WOULD FOR A TYPE 1 REQUEST. HE ALSO GETS 65 WORDS FOR THE CORE TANKS, INITIALIZES THEM AND SENDS THE OK MESSAGE AND AN X-ON.

INDIANBOY CONTINUES TO PROCESS THE INDIAN QUEUE UNTIL IT IS EXHAUSTED, AND THEN CALLS KILL.
APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTIENCES BETWEEN THE INITIAL RELEASE AND THIS MANUAL

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THIS MANUAL ARE EITHER NOT IN THE INITIAL RELEASE OR ARE IMPLEMENTED DIFFERENTLY THAN DESCRIBED.

1. ALTERNATE SPO. IN THE INITIAL SYSTEM, THE ALTERNATE SPO CAN BE USED ONLY FOR OUTPUT. THE REAL SPO MUST THEREFORE BE USED FOR ALL KEYBOARD INPUT MESSAGES, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN USED. AN ATTEMPT TO TYPE IN ANYTHING FROM AN ALTERNATE SPO WILL CAUSE, AT BEST, CONFUSION AND, AT WORST, A HUNG SYSTEM.

2. USER/CADE. INITIALLY ONLY THE PASSWORD AND TIME OPTION CARDS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED. THE OTHER OPTION CARDS WILL BE IGNORED IF INPUT.

3. FORTRAN. LABELS FOR REMOTE FREE FIELD FORMAT MUST BE IN COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 5 FOLLOWING THE SEQUENCE NUMBER, SINCE THE LABEL MUST BE SEPARATED FROM A SEQUENCE NUMBER LESS THAN 8 CHARACTERS LONG, LABELS CAN BE AT MOST 4 CHARACTERS LONG WHEN SEQUENCE NUMBERS SHORTER THAN 8 CHARACTERS ARE USED.

4. MESSAGES. THE IN AND OT MESSAGES CANNOT BE USED AT ALL.